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On May 3,1994, the Department of Defense (DOD) announced a plan to 
consolidate over 300 defense accounting offices into 5 large existing 
finance centers1 and 20 new sites called operating locations during the 
next 5 to 7 years. The plan, which is expected to reduce DoD finance and 
accounting personnel from 46,000 to 23,000, is aimed at streamlining DOD'S 

financial operations and setting the stage for future process enhancements 
and budgetary savings. In total, DOD expects the consolidation will save 
between $8 billion and $9 billion (present value) over the next 20 years. 

On August 3,1994, your Subcommittee asked us to evaluate this plan. Your 
Subcommittee wanted to know if the plan reflected leading-edge business 
practices that would result in substantial cost reductions and highquality 
customer service and included a sound implementation strategy that was 
achievable within stated time frames. Your Subcommittee also wanted to 
know when DOD would begin to save money and if the potential for 
consolidating finance and accounting operations had been fully realized. 
This report assesses (1) the process DOD used to identify the number and 
locations of the finance and accounting centers and operating locations, 
(2) the potential impact of the consolidation on customer service, and 
(3) DOD'S plan to include leadingedge business practices in the 
consolidation. 

Results in Brief We see DOD'S plan to consolidate and reduce personnel as a necessary step 
toward a more effective and efficient finance and accounting service. 
Consolidating and reengineering finance and accounting functions while 
sustaining ongoing operations, however, is a difficult and complex task. In 
such an undertaking it is important to strike a balance between cost 
considerations and other factors important to maintaining customer 
service and improving business operations. Based on our analysis of the 

'DOD's five large centers are located in Columbus, Ohio; Cleveland, Ohio; Denver, Colorado; 
Indianapolis, Indiana; and Kansas City, Missouri. 
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process DOD used to select the proper number of new operating locations 
and decide where they should be located, we do not believe DOD achieved 
that balance. Specifically, we found the following: 

DOD decided to open 20 new operating locations without first determining 
what finance and accounting functions they would perform or if 20 was 
the right number to support its operations. DOD'S primary emphasis during 
the decision-making process was on maximizing short-term cost savings, 
not on determining what was best from a finance and accounting business 
perspective. 
m ~ ,  in selecting the 20 specific operating locations, used a process that 
placed significant weight on using excess DOD facilities, primarily those on 
military bases closed or realigned during the base realignment and closure 
process. As a result, 15 of the 20 locations will be housed in excess DOD 

facilities, even though DOD considered several of them less desirable from 
a customer service, cost, or quality workforce standpoint. About 
$173 million of military construction funding will be needed during fiscal 
years 1997, 1998, and 1999 to bring these sites up to par. 
DOD, for the most part, has not reengineered the finance and accounting 
functions that will be performed at the 20 operating locations. Thus, the 
consolidation may reduce the number of locations performing finance and 
accounting functions, but it will not likely improve DOD'S business 

; operations. Once these functions are reengineered, DOD may be faced with 
the need to consolidate them once again. 

Although m~ is opening 13 operating locations this f~scal year and 3 more 
in early 1996, it will be some time before they are fully staffed and 
operational. We believe this provides DOD time to reconsider its 
consolidation decisions. Accordingly, as DOD proceeds with this 
consolidation process, it needs to develop an updated estimate of the 
number of locations and personnel needed to meet current and future 
operating requirements and use this information to reassess its site 
selection decisions for new operating locations. 

Background The scope of DOD'S finance and accounting network is extremely large and 
complex. The network pays about 6 miUion people (3 million uniformed 
men and women, 1 million civilians, and 2 million retirees and annuitants) 
and more than 15 million invoices annually charged to nearly 12 million 
contracts. The network disburses over $250 billion annually and is the 
source of financial information and thousands of reports used by 
executives and managers throughout DOD. 
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Prior to 1991, the military services managed this network. There were 5 
large finance and accounting centers (one for each service plus a 
contractor pay center) and over 300 small defense accounting offices at 
various military bases and installations. This network was not only 
inefficient (each service had unique and often duplicative processes and 
systems) but was also unable to produce reliable financial information and 
reports. To help solve these problems, in January 1991, DOD created the 
Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS). DFAS' mission was to 
strengthen DOD'S financial management operations by standardizing, 
consolidating, and streamlining finance and accounting policies, 
procedures, and systems. It was given management control of the 5 large 
finance centers and some of the functions carried out at over 300 defense 
accounting offices. Of the estimated 46,000 people in the finance and 
accounting network at the time, DFAS eventually assumed organizational 
responsibility for about 27,000. The remaining 19,000 people stayed with 
their respective military service to perform managerial accounting and 
various installation-related and customer service functions. 

DFAS is a Defense Business Operations Fund entity. It operates as a 
revolving fund and provides finance and accounting services to the 
military departments and defense agencies. DFAS recoups its costs through 
various fees and charges billed to those departments and agencies. DFAS' 

f ~ c a l  year 1995 operating budget, which is about $2.0 billion, comes 
primarily from operations and maintenance funds appropriated to the 
military departments and defense agencies. Therefore, by reducing its 
operating costs, DFAS will reduce the fees charged to the military services 
and demands on operations and maintenance funds. 

The consolidation of financial operations is a mqjor piece of DOD'S plan for 
achieving much needed financial management reform. Although the 
planned consolidation is expected to provide a streamlined and less costly 
infrastructure, other pieces of DOD'S plan will also need to be implemented 
before significant improvement in financial operations will be realized. 
Other pieces include reengineering its business and organizational 
practices, standardiziing financial data and definitions, and improving 
financial systems so they allow DOD to comply with the requirements of the 
Chief Financial Officers Act. Collectively, the pieces of the plan could 
result in mqjor improvements to DOD'S financial operations. DOD hopes to 
implement its plan by the end of 1999. 

DFAS' first attempt to consolidate and streamline its finance and accounting 
operations was done through a program known as the Opportunity for 
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Economic Growth. Under this program, which began in March 1992,112 
communities in 33 states submitted economic incentive packages and 
competed for the opportunity to house a large (4,000 to 7,000 person) 
finance center. DFAS evaluated their proposals2 and recommended to the 
Secretary of Defense five "winners." Before these winners were 
announced, however, the new Secretary of Defense canceled the initiative 
in March 1993, believing it was not sound public policy. Rather, he 
believed it was an auction for public jobs that placed the cost of national 
defense on local communities rather than the nation as a whole. He was 
also concerned that moving large finance and accounting centers to new 
cities would seriously degrade customer service. 

Shortly thereafter, the Secretary announced a new consolidation initiative. 
Under this initiative, the Secretary directed DFAS to select a small number 
of sites (from 5 to 15). DFAS subsequently evaluated 132 potential locations, 
including most of the cities that had competed under the Opportunity for 
Economic Growth process and 16 bases that had been closed or realigned. 
After this analysis was completed in May 1994, the Deputy Secretary of 
Defense announced that finance and accounting operations would be 
housed in the existing 5 large centers plus 20 new operating l~cations.~ 

Better Balance Is One of the more important aspects of the consolidation initiative was for 
DoD to determine the appropriate size and location of its finance and 

Needed Between accounting network (e.g., how many offices and people are needed to 

Budgetary and meet not only today's requirements but also future requirements once new 

Customer Service systems, processes, and technologies are introduced). Size and location 
are important because they help form the foundation upon which the new 

Goals network will be built. Wrong decisions could cause the network to be 
mis-sized, leading to costly future reorganizations, consolidations, or 
realignments. In making its consolidation decision, however, DOD'S primary 
emphasis was on achieving short-term budgetary gains rather than on 
establishing the best network for meeting current and future operational 
and customer needs. As a result, DOD may be establishing a larger than 
necessary finance and accounting network and increasing the risk of 
creating short-term customer service problems. 

'DFAS' primary evaluation criterion was the extent communities were willing to subsidize the cost of 
facilities and operations. However, community and facility characteristics were also considered. 

30n July 1,1994, a 21st site was added to the network. Located at Ford Island, Hawaii, this site will 
support DOD's finance and accounting operations in the Pacific theater. 
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Planned DFAS Throughout both DFAS consolidation initiatives, defense managers 
hfrastructure May Be indicated that finance and accounting operations should be consolidated 

Larger Than Necessary into as few sites as possible. Under the Opportunity for Economic Growth 
process, for example, all DFAS operations were to be brought into five large 
centers. This carried over to the second consolidation initiative when the 
Secretary of Defense (on June 7, 1993) directed DFAS to analyze options for 
5 to 15 sites. According to testimony by DOD officials,4 reducing the 
number of sites to "no more than a handfuln was essential if DOD was to 
achieve the savings, operational improvements, and efficiencies 
envisioned from the consolidation. 

Following this guidance, DFAS established the Consolidation Task Force to 
study alternatives and cany out the site-selection process. The Senior 
Review Council, made up of DFAS exec~tives,~ was also established to 
oversee the Task Force's work. During the first month of its study, the task 
force gathered information about how to properly sue DOD'S finance and 
accounting operations. It reviewed research conducted by academia and 
other DOD, federal, and private sector organizations and obtained the views 
of 25 senior DFAS officials. It concluded that there was no "right suen for 
consolidation sites but suggested that the existing 5 centers should have 
from 1,000 to 5,000 employees and new operating locations should have 
from 500 to 1,500 employees. During this time, the Review Council 
discussed potential organizational structures that would move DOD'S 

finance and accounting operations toward a joint operations environment 
rather than a military service-oriented environment. The Review Council 
wanted to avoid managing a large number of small organizations and 
dividing finance and accounting functions among many sites. 

Based on this work, DFAS, in conjunction with the DOD Comptroller's staff, 
completed a site-selection process plan in August 1993. This plan specified 
5 to 15 sites as the acceptable number of sites and 750 as the minimum 
number of people at each site. The plan included an explicit assumption 
that 'larger rather than smaller and fewer rather than a larger number of 
sites was preferable." During the next several months, the Task Force 
assessed various alternatives, analyzed cost information, and deliberated 
over different organizational structures. Based on input from the Senior 
Review Council in January 1994, the Task Force narrowed its assessment 

'Statement by the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, Production and Logistics, and 
Principal Deputy, DOD Comptroller, before the Subcommittee on Military Installations and Facilities, 
House Committee on Anned Senices, regarding DFAS consolidation (June 10,1993). 

6Mernbership included about one-half of DFAS' 27 Senior Executive Senrice members. Most DFAS 
headquarters' deputy directors and several finance center directors were represented on the Council. 
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to 2 primary alternatives, each involving g target population of 23,000 
employees. 

The first alternative would have placed 23,000 employees at the 5 existing 
centers. The 5 centers employ about 11,000 people, so some facilities 
would have required substantial modification to accommodate the growth. 
The second alternative would have expanded the 5 centers to about 13,000 
people and assigned 10,000 people to 6 additional s i t e d  sites with 1,500 
employees and 2 sites with 2,000 employees. In terms of cost, the Task 
Force considered several factors (e.g., personnel costs, one-time transition 
costs for severance pay and relocation of employees, building renovation 
costs, rent, and utilities) and estimated that the 2 alternatives would save 
between $6.4 billion and $8.8 billion (present value) over the next 20 years6 
According to Senior Review Council representatives, six sites was the 
preferred alternative because it would save more money and allow an 
optimum consolidation of finance and accounting functions. 

After further review, however, DOD officials7 decided on a different course 
of action. In May 1994, the Deputy Secretary of Defense announced that 
finance and accounting functions would be consolidated into the 5 
existing centers and 20 additional operating locations. His decision was 
based primarily on two rationale: 

1.The cost of activating and operating 20 smaller sites over 20 years is 
comparable to the cost of 6 additional operating locations. 

2.Twenty sites, staffed with fewer people, can be activated quicker than 
either of the 2 alternatives studied by DFAS. This would allow DOD to close 
the 300 defense accounting offices sooner and begin reducing the number 
of employees in the finance and accounting network-the area where DOD 

expects to achieve the most budgetary savings. 

We have several concerns with this decision. First, it was based on 
maximizing short-term cost savings, not on making the best business 
decisions. Although these two concepts are not mutually exclusive, we 

=Present value analysis is a commonly used technique to quantify and compare costs for multiple 
alternatives. The analysis considers the time value of money. The Consolidation Task Force 
established casts in terms of 1993 dollars and escalated them to then-year dollars using approved DOD 
inflation factors. ARer establishing these costs, the Task Force conducted present value analyses using 
a discount factor of 6.4 percent 

7A high-level group of DOD managers met several times during March and April 1994 to review DFAS 
data and consider alternatives. This group included the DOD Comptroller and Deputy Comptroller, the 
DFAS Director, and other management and support personnel. 
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found no analysis that suggested that 20 operating locations was the 
appropriate infrastructure to support either current or future operating 
requirements or customer needs. DOD clearly decided on the number of 
locations first and then attempted to determine which finance and 
accounting functions they would perform. 

Besides not being a good business practice, this action had a direct impact 
on previous D F A ~  planning initiatives and concept of operations. Since the 
beginning of the Opportunity for Economic Growth process, for example, 
D F A ~  management had been planning to consolidate finance and 
accounting functions either within the 5 large centers or at a limited 
number of other locations. According to D F A ~  officials, larger sites gives 
them greater flexibility to adjust and reorganize to meet future 
technological, workload, and customer service changes. Under this 
operating concept, the D F A ~  Indianapolis center, which handles accounting 
for the Army, was planning for two large operating locations. One location 
would have consolidated base-level finance and accounting functions for 
the training and combat commands, a second site would have 
consolidated finance and accounting functions for logistics and depot 
activities. Further, the D F A ~  Columbus center was planning to consolidate 
all vendor pay functions within the center; it did not see a need for any 
additional operating locations. When DOD announced its consolidation 
decision, however, it gave D F A ~  Indianapolis six operating locations and 
D F A ~  Columbus two. As of April 1995, these two centers still had not 
settled on the functions and workloads that would operate at these 
locations. 

Our second concern is that DOD did not estimate the costs of a 20-site 
option and, consequently, does not know how those costs might compare 
with other alternatives. During the time DOD executives were considering 
DFAs alternatives, they did ask the Consolidation Task Force to analyze the 
cost savings associated with retaining the 5 large centers plus either 10 or 
15 additional operating locations. The Task Force's analysis showed that 
the two options would save between $8.1 billion and $8.8 billion (present 
va l~e ) .~  Table 1 compares the cost estimates and potential savings of the 
various consolidation alternatives. As the table shows, 6 and 15 locations 
offer about the same amount of savings. 

'As required by the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-94, 'Guidelines and Discount Rates 
for Benefit-Cost Analysis of Federal Programs," the Task Force conducted a sensitivity analysis by 
varying the cost factors (plushninus 10 percent) and applying the 1994 DOD discount rate of 
6.76 percent. 
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Table 1: Cost Estimates and Savings 
of DFAS Consolidation Alternatives Dollars in billions 
(20-Year Present Value) Consolidation Cost of Cost of existing Estimated 

alternatives alternatives structure savinas 

Five centers $21.2 $27.6 $6.4 

Five centers & 6 18.5 - 19.5 
operating locationsa 

Five centers & 10 19.0 - 19.5 
operating locationsa 

Five centers & 15 18.8 - 19.1 27.6 8.5 - 8.8 
operating locationsa 

aThe cost of these alternatives varied according to the sites evaluated. For example, for the 
six-site alternative, the sites that provided the lowest cost alternative of $18.8 billion were different 
than those that provided the best labor force alternative of $19.5 billion. 

According to a Consolidation Task Force representative, the l5location 
option offers as much or more cost savings than other options because 
DOD'S analysis assumed that the transfer or addition of personnel at new 
operating locations was limited to 375 positions per year, per location. 
More locations, therefore, would allow the work to be transferred from the 
300 Defense Accounting Offices more rapidly, resulting in a quicker 
drawdown of personnel and an earlier realization of savings. Although the 
infrastructure costs associated with 15 sites is more expensive than other 
options, DOD believed the additional cost would be more than offset by the 
early consolidation. Based on this premise, DOD assumed that 20 sites 
would result in a quicker drawdown of personnel and even more savings. 
No additional analysis was done to c o n f i i  this assumption. 

To determine if this premise was accurate, we ran an analysis for a 20-site 
option, using the same parameters, assumptions, and discount rate as the 
Consolidation Task Force. This analysis showed that 20 operating 
locations, with a minimum of 750 people each, increases the target 
population of the operating locations from 11,500 to 15,000. Consequently, 
the workforce of the 5 existing centers and the 20 operating locations 
would total 26,500 people, or 3,500 more than DOD'S target of 23,000 
people. This increases the 20-year cost of the consolidation by at least 
$2.8 billion (present ~ a l u e ) . ~  

In discussing the results of this analysis with the DFAS Director and other 
DOD representatives, we were told that 750 people per site was not a 

@l'he additional cost is only for personnel. It does not include costs for such items as trainiig, 
equipment, and telecommunications that will be incurred with a larger workforce and infrastructure. 
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minimum but rather a target and they had no intention of retaining a 
population of more than 23,000 people. They explained that there is really 
no way to tell how many people will be at an operating location, but they 
would not arbitrarily increase the size just to reach a planning goal of 750. 

Although we agree that DOD should not arbitrarily increase the size of its 
operating locations, these statements raise questions about whether 20 
locations are needed. All DFAS analysis prior to the site selection, for 
example, was based on the need for at least 750 people per operating 
location. Potential sites, buildings, and renovation costs were analyzed 
and decisions were made with that in mind. Because DOD does not yet 
know how many people will be assigned to each location, it has no way of 
knowing whether its facility planning assumptions are accurate. 
Consequently, it may be over- or underestimating its facility needs at the 
various locations. 

In addition, DOD does not have any specific analysis to support its position 
that the 20 sites could be activated sooner to support a faster drawdown of 
personnel. Although it seems logical that smaller sites can be activated 
sooner than larger sites, much depends on the condition of the available 
facilities; the time needed to make necessary renovations; the time 
required to establish a management structure to recruit, hire, and train 
new employees; the time required to transfer current employees and 
workloads from offices that will close; and the quality of the workforce 
available at the new location. A s  discussed later in this report, DOD 

considered some of these factors in selecting the 20 sites, but they had 
little impact on which sites were selected. 

Site-Selection Process In any consolidation initiative, it is important to consider the impact on the 
Placed a Lower Priority on business operation-will the enterprise be able to provide uninterrupted 

Customer Service service to customers? DOD recognized this when it made customer service 
one of four siteselection criteria According to DFAS officials, the idea was 
to place a high value on sites with readily a h a b l e ,  trained DFAS 

employees. Even though these employees might have to learn a new 
functional process or develop new skills, DOD assumed that a core group of 
DFAS employees who are familiar with DFAS' mission and possess a mix of 
supervisory and technical skills would help maintain customer service 
during the transition period. 

This criterion, however, did not play a large part in DOD'S site-selection 
decisions. An example relates to the Defense Commissary Agency's vendor 
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pay functions. Currently, DFAS has two locations that perform this function: 
one in Hopewell, Virginia, where the Commissary Agency's headquarters is 
located, and the other in San Antonio, Texas. In fiscal year 1994, these two 
offices processed 2.8 million invoices totaling $4.8 billion. According to 
information provided to us by DFA~ officials, there are two locations where 
a consolidation would appear to be reasonable: (I) Hopewell, Virginia, 
because it already performs vendor pay functions, is colocated with the 
Commissary Agency's headquarters, and is the home of the vendor pay 
computer system and (2) the DFAS center in Columbus, Ohio, because it 
already has people trained in vendor pay functions and does accounting 
and disbursing for the Commissary Agency. DFAS Columbus, prior to the 
site-selection process, was planning to bring Commissary Agency vendor 
pay functions into its center. 

Under the 20-site option, the plan is to consolidate this function in 
Pensacola, Florida Because fewer than 20 percent of the people are 
expected to transfer to Pensacola, new staff will have to be hired and 
trained. If not properly managed, such consolidations can result in 
significant problems. In 1991, for example, the Commissary Agency went 
through a consolidation that was not well-managed. It resulted in late 
vendor payments, prompt pay penalties,1° and companies going out of 
business because they could not get paid. 

The same potential for customer service problems exists with 
nonappropriated fund accounting. DFAS has already consolidated most of 
the Army's nonappropriated fund accounting at the Red River Army Depot 
in Texas, but the Air Force and Navy are still doing their accounting in 
decentralized field offices around the world. As part of the consolidation 
initiative, DFAS plans to consolidate all of nonappropriated fund accounting 
at one location. The location for nonappropriated fund accounting 
(Chanute Air Force Base in Rantoul, Illinois) was not determined until 
after the site-selection process was completed. According to DFAS officials, 
it will be difficult to transfer the Army's consolidated operation to Chanute 
while DFAS is trying to bring Air Force and Navy operations on line. Few 
people are expected to transfer from Red River Depot to the Chanute 
location. Because DFAS has no employees in the Chanute area, almost an 
entirely new workforce will have to be hired and trained. 

'The Prompt Payment Act (31 U.S.C. 39013906) requires the federal government to pay interest on 
late payments to vendors. 
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DOD's Site-Selection Once DOD decided to consolidate finance and accounting functions at the 5 
existing centers and 20 operating locations, it then had to decide where to 

Process Favored locate these activities. Since the Opportunity for Economic Growth 

Excess DOD Facilities program was canceled, it was clear that the location of the five large 

Over Other Factors centers would not change. There were many options, however, for 
selecting the sites for operating locations. During the evaluation and 
scoring process, for example, DOD used 4 criteria to evaluate sites in 132 
communities: (1) cost to the government, (2) maintenance of customer 
service, (3) availability of a good labor supply, and (4) use of excess 
defense assets. It assigned each of the selection criteria a value of between 
0 and 100 points. We have two basic concerns with the site-selection and 
scoring process. 

First, before w~ conducted the scoring and evaluation process, it did not 
determine the relative importance of and assign corresponding weights to 
each criteria-ach was initially given equal weight. Once the initial 
scoring process was completed, DOD arrayed the data using nine different 
weighting schemes, sometimes, for example, giving more weight to cost 
and at other times giving cost a relatively low priority. This scheme 
resulted in 10 different priority listings. Finally, DOD arrayed all 10 lists and 
counted the number of times each site showed up in the top 20. This 
became the 1 lth list. All 11 lists were then given to the Deputy Secretary of 
Defense as potential selection options. He selected list number 11. 

We question the soundness of this process. Determining the relative 
importance of the four criteria during the selection process rather than 
before the process begins may not lead to sound decision-making. DOD 

recently stated this position during base closure and realignment hearings. 
Specifically, DoD said that predetermjning the rules, including weighting 
factors, was absolutely necessary in order to be as objective and fair as 
possible. " 

Second, the process, in effect, guaranteed that base closure and 
realignment sites or other excess DOD facilities would be selected, even if 
they were more costly to modify and operate and were ranked lower from 
a customer service and labor supply standpoint. Scores for three of the 
criteria, for example, provided a relative ranking of the communities using 
a wide spectrum of points: customer service scores ranged from 15 points 
to 100 points; quality labor force scores ranged from 58.5 points to 100 
points; and cost-to-the-government scores ranged from 0 to 100 points. 

"Statement by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Economic Security), before the Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission (Mar. 1, 1996). 
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However, for the use of excess defense assets, there were only two 
possible scores. Excess defense sites received the full 100 points while 
nondefense sites received 0 points. Using this scoring method, 15 of 16 
communities with excess DOD assets were selected as operating locations. 
The 16th community ranked 21st. 

We conducted a sensitivity analysis to determine how locations would 
have fared if no credit or points had been given for the availability of 
excess DOD assets. Our analysis assigned equal weights to cost, customer 
service, and availability of a good labor force. It also assumed that DOD had 
adequately considered the economic merits of using excess DOD facilities 
during its evaluation of costs. This analysis showed that the rankings of 
the sites changed ~ i g ~ c a n t l y  when no points were given for excess DOD 

assets. Only three of the base closure and realignment sites would have 
been ranked among the top 20 sites. 

A factor that affected the relative ranking of the base closure sites was the 
cost to renovate and make them useful for finance and accounting 
operations. During the cost analysis of potential sites, $115 million was the 
estimated cost to renovate the 15 excess DOD facilities. DFM now estimates 
it will need $173 million in military construction money during fiscal years 
1997,1998, and 1999 to complete renovations at these sites. Appendix I1 
describes the results of DOD'S architectural and engineering assessment. It 
shows that 8 of the 15 facilities were considered good, 5 were 
characterized fair, 1 was rated poor, and 1 was sold by DOD before it could 
be activated. A variety of problems need to be corrected at the facilities 
rated fair or poor. 

The Oakland Naval Supply Center, for example, will need $18 million to 
improve seismic characteristics, remove asbestos, and expand parking at 
the facility. This is $136 per square foot, which is less than new 
construction cost but more than the estimated cost to lease administrative 
space in the Oakland area The facility at Fort Ord, a hospital building built 
in 1972, needs about $20 million for extensive interior renovations to 
provide suitable office space. It also needs a major modification to its 
heating and cooling system. At Chanute Air Force Base in Rantoul, Illinois, 
the original building selected by DFM would have cost about $26 million to 
renovate, but it was subsequently sold by DOD to a private developer. DFM 

expects that an alternative site on base, which it has not yet finished 
evaluating, will cost about $18 million to renovate. 
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Funding for these renovations will require the use of military construction 
appropriations. If approved, these funds will not be available until at least 
fiscal year 1996, and renovations will probably not begin until 1997 or later 
after design specifications are finalized and contracts are awarded. In the 
interim, the use and capacity of some facilities will be limited. For 
example, according to DFM officials, the Fort Ord facility, an &story 
hospital building, cannot house more than about 200 DFM employees until 
extensive renovations are complete. 

Yet, DOD is moving ahead with its consolidation plans. On November 14, 
1994, DoD announced that 43 defense accounting offices would close and 
13 of the new operating locations would begin limited operations by the 
end of fiscal year 1995. On March 7,1995, DOD announced plans to close 
another 32 defense accounting offices during the first half of fiscal year 
1996. This is happening even though DFM has not yet received 
congressional funding to renovate the sites and does not know what 
functions it will place at some of the facilities, and, therefore, what types 

w of personnel it needs to recruit and hire. 

DFAS Consolidation Business process reengineering is a quality improvement concept DOD 

introduced about 4 years ago as part of its Corporate Information 
Precedes Most Management initiative. Reengineering allows organizations to develop a 

Reengineering Effort- baseline and critically evaluate their current business processes, eliminate 
unnecessary tasks, and, in some cases, reinvent the way they do business. 
It has been used successfully by many businesses over the past several 
years as they have attempted to downsize and become more competitive. 
More recently, the Secretary of Defense asked each defense organization 
to apply ree&neering techniques to its high payoff processes and develop 
truly innovative approaches for reducing business-process cycle times. 
The ultimate goal is a 50-percent reduction by the year 2000. 

DFM has recognized the importance of reengineering in streamlining its 
operations and reducing the size of its finance and accounting workforce. 
Its consolidation planning documents, for example, refer to 30- to 
50-percent productivity gains that might be possible through 
reengineering. For some processes that operate at its large finance 
centers, DFM has implemented reengineering initiatives. For example, both 
its transportation payment process and its retiree and annuitant payment 
process have been consolidated and streamlined to gain efficiencies and 
improve customer service. In addition, DFM is considering several 
additional center processes for reengineering. These include the contract 
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payment process at the Columbus center and the garnishment process at 
the Cleveland center. 

On the other hand, DFAS has not yet applied reengineering techniques to 
the finance and accounting processes it plans to place at the 20 operating 
locations. DFAS officials stated that reengineering its processes at the same 
time it was consolidating its operations would be difficult to manage and 
cause unnecessary risk to its operations. Instead, it plans to use existing 
systems and processes to perform many of the same basic functions at the 
new operating locations as it did at the smaller defense accounting offices: 
vendor pay, travel processing, general funds accounting, and Defense 
Business Operations Fund accounting. Once these functions are 
reengineered, it is likely that fewer personnel with different skills may be 
needed to carry out the new business processes. 

For example, DOD reported that it spent $3.5 billion on temporary duty 
travel in fiscal year 1993. It also estimated that its processing costs may be 
at least 30 percent of the direct travel cost-well above the 10-percent 
average reported for private companies and the 6-percent rate that 
industry considers an efficient operation. In a recent report,12 we 
estimated that DOD could save hundreds of millions of dollars in travel 
processing costs by following private industry best practices. Although 
DOD has chartered a task force to reengineer travel management and 
consider private industry best practices, it has not considered any of these 
practices in its consolidation plans. One best practice, for example, 
involves consolidating travel voucher processing at a single location. 
Under the DFAS consolidation, voucher processing will be done at almost 
all of the 20 new operating locations. Consequently, if DOD'S travel task 
force concludes that one voucher processing site (or a small number of 
processing sites) is sufficient, DFAS will once again have to consolidate a 
portion of its financial operations. 

Another example involves DOD'S civilian pay functions. Currently, DFAS 

employees are responsible for paying DOD civilians handle about 684 pay 
accounts each. Under the consolidation initiative, DFAS intends to reduce 
the number of pay systems from 25 to 2 and reduce the number of 
locations responsible for processing civilian pay to 4. Once the system 
standardization and consolidation are finished, DFAS officials told us that 
each employee should be able to handle 1,600 pay accounts. Although this 
would be a substantial productivity gain, private sector companies that 

"Travel Process Reenginee~g: DOD Faces Challenges in Using Industry Practices to Reduce Costs 
(GAOIAIMDMSIAD9bS0, Mar. 2,1996). 

WlP 
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have aggressively reengineered their employee pay functions average 
about 3,000 pay accounts per person. If DFAS could achieve this level of 
productivity, it would need 470 fewer people than what it expects under its 
planned consolidated pay operation. This would save DFAS another 
$16 million in annual operating costs and might reduce the number of 
locations needed for civilian payroll operations. 

Recommendations As DoD proceeds with the consolidation and reengineering of finance and 
accounting functions and locations, we recommend that the Secretary of 
Defense direct the DOD Comptroller to 

develop an updated estimate of the number of locations and personnel 
required to perform finance and accounting functions. In developing this 
estimate, it is important that the Comptroller consider not only today's 
concept-of-operations but also how finance and accounting operations will 
be performed once DFAS has complied with DOD'S business process 
reengineering goals and directives. 
use the updated information to reassess the site selection decisions for 
new operating locations. This reassessment should balance DOD'S desire 
for short-term cost savings with the need to select sites that, from a 
business perspective, offer the greatest opportunity for maintaining or 
enhancing finance and accounting operations and service to DFAS' 

customers. 

Matters for Before approving military construction funds for renovating excess 
facilities for finance and accounting operations, the Congress may want to 

Congressional ensure that DOD has adequately assessed and justified the size and 

Consideration locations of its finance and accounting network. 

Agency Comments Following DOD'S initial review of a draft of this report, we met with 
representatives of the Comptroller's Office and DFAS to discuss their 

and Our Evaluation preliminary comments. ~lthough they generally agreed with the facts and 
contents of the report, they did not believe we had given DFAS adequate 
credit for some of the reengineering initiatives it had implemented at the 
large finance centers. They also did not believe we had adequately 
recognized that DFAS expects the consolidation will save between $8 billion 
and $9 billion over the next 20 years. We added information to the report 
in both these areas. 
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The major point raised by the DOD representatives, however, concerned 
our draft recommendation to stop the consolidation until the number of 
operating locations and sites was reevaluated. Although they agreed with 
the recommendation in principle, they said that stopping the consdidation 
at this point in time could be detrimental to current finance and 
accounting operations. They pointed out that several defense accounting 
offices had already been closed and 13 new operating locations opened or 
partially opened to pick up the workload. Stopping the buildup of these 
sites, in their view, could jeopardize DFAS' ability to support its military 
customers. 

After considering DOD'S position, we modified our recommendation to 
request that DOD reevaluate its consolidation and site-selection decisions 
concurrently with its ongoing consolidation efforts. Based on this change, 
DOD now concurs with the recommendations and has committed to 
reevaluate the number of locations and personnel required to perform 
finance and accounting functions by November 30 of 1995 and each year 
thereafter. Likewise, beginning on December 15, 1995, it has agreed to 
annually reassess its siteselection decisions and report its findings to the 
Secretary of Defense. (See app. III.) 

We performed our review from August 1994 through July 1995 in 
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. (See 
app. I for details on our objectives, scope, and methodology.) 

We are sending copies of this report to the Chairmen, Senate Committee 
on Governmental Affairs, Senate Committee on Armed Services, House 
Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, and Senate and House 
Committees on Appropriations; the Director, Office of Management and 
Budget; the Secretary of Defense; and other interested parties. We will 
make copies available to others on request. 

If you have any questions on this report, please call me on (202) 512-8412. 
Major contributors to this report are listed in appendix IV, 

David R. Warren 
Director, Defense Management 

and NASA Issues 
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Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

The Subcommittee on Military Readiness, House Committee on National 
Security, asked us to address the following questions about the 
Department of Defense's (DOD) plan to consolidate its finance and 
accounting operations: 

Does the plan reflect leading-edge business practices that are likely to lead 
to substantial cost-reductions and high quality customer service? 
How will the planned structure achieve productivity gains that will enable 
DFAS to reduce its workforce from 46,000 to 23,000 people? 
Is the plan's implementation strategy sound and achievable within stated 
time frames? 
When will the military services begin to realize reductions in the prices 
they are charged for the Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS)? 

During this phase of our audit work, we focused on the consolidation 
implementation strategy and the use of leading-edge business practices to 
reduce costs and improve customer service. To determine the soundness 
of the implementation strategy, we reviewed DOD'S site-selection process, 
which determined the infrastructure for finance and accounting 
operations and formed the basis for developing a consolidation 

w 
implementation strategy. 

To assess how DFAS determined the number of sites needed, we reviewed 
guidance and criteria prescribed by the Secretary of Defense, statements 
made by DOD officials to congressional oversight committees, 
documentation describing the Opportunity for Economic Growth, 
documentation of meetings held by DFAS' Senior Review Council, and 
efforts made by the Consolidation Task Force to determine how private 
sector organizations addressed the issue of organizational size. We also 
reviewed implementation plans to identify the functions and workloads 
that are planned for the various operating locations. During our review, we 
interviewed DOD officials, particularly Task Force members, about the 
costs and personnel requirements of organizational structures with 6, 10, 
15, and 20 operating locations. 

To determine how candidate sites were evaluated and selected, we 
reviewed DFAS' site-selection process plan to determine if it incorporated 
the Secretary of Defense's guidance, defined the selection criteria, 
specified the analytical processes and products, assigned weights to the 
selection criteria, and identified the responsibilities of the DFAS Director, 
the Senior Review Council, and the Consolidation Task Force. We 
reviewed the facts and assumptions used to analyze the candidate sites, 
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Appendix I 
Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

the scoring process for each criterion, and the rankings and costs for 
organizational structures that included 6,10,15, and 20 operating 
locations. We also conducted a sensitivity analysis to determine the impact 
of one of the selection criteria-reuse of excess DOD assets--on the 
rankings of the 750-person candidate sites. Our analysis excluded this 
criterion and gave equal weight to the criteria of cost, customer service, 
and quality labor force. We then compared this ranking with DOD'S 

rankings using all of the criteria. During our review, we met frequently 
with DOD officials, particularly Task Force members, about various aspects 
of the selection process. 

To determine how excess DOD facilities were assessed, we reviewed DFAS' 

site-selection process plan to identify criteria used to qualify candidate 
facilities for consideration. We analyzed the results of an engineering and 
architectural company's assessments of DOD'S excess facilities and cost 
estimates to renovate each facility. We compared DFAS' military 
construction estimates for renovating these facilities to the engineering 
and architectural company's estimates. We used this information to 
identify problems with the facilities and compare the estimated renovation 'Cll) 
costs of each facility. Using DFAS' planned square footage for renovation 
and planned staffing level of 750 people per site, we calculated the 
renovation costs on the basis of both cost per square foot and cost per 
person. 

To determine how customer service would be affected by siteselection 
and activation decisions, we reviewed DFAS plans to determine how they 
addressed the Secretary of Defense's concerns about maintaining 
customer service and complied with the site-selection criterion that 
emphasized maintaining customer service. Accordingly, we analyzed DFAS' 
plans to maintain customer service when field offices are closed and their 
workloads and functions are transferred to operating locations. To the 
extent it was available, we analyzed data identifymg where finance and 
accounting functions are currently operating and where they will be 
consolidated. We also analyzed documentation identifying the number of 
DFAS employees expected to transfer to operating locations, the number of 
current employees already located in metropolitan areas where operating 
locations will be established, and the number of employees expected to be 
hired. We also discussed with DFAS officials training requirements for 
employees who could be assigned to operating locations during fiscal year 
1995. We obtained information about training classes for employees who 
are expected to be transferred or hired. 
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Appendix I 
Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

We performed our work at the Headquarters, Office of the Secretary of 
Defense (Comptroller); Headquarters, Defense Finance and Accounting 
Service; and DFAS finance centers located in Cleveland, Ohio; Columbus, 
Ohio; Denver, Colorado; Indianapolis, Indiana; and Kansas City, Missouri. 
We also contacted officials assigned to the District Office, Army Corps of 
Engineers, Louisville, Kentucky. We performed our review from August 
1994 through March 1995 in accordance with generally accepted 
government auditing standards. We discussed our report with cognizant 
DOD officials and incorporated their views where appropriate. 
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Process DOD Used to Assess Excess 

To consider the reuse of excess DOD facilities, the Consolidation Task 
Force fmt coordinated with the military services to identify available 
facilities. It then screened the facilities to identify those that would be 
available and would provide at least 125,000 square feet, the minimum 
amount of space needed to house 750 employees. Next, each facility was 
evaluated to determine its reuse potential. In total, 48 facilities were 
evaluated. 

An architectural and engineering company, under contract with the Army 
Corps of Engineers, conducted the facility evaluations. The company was 
required to evaluate each facility for its suitability for finance and 
accounting operations and develop cost estimates for necessary 
renovations. Facility suitability was rated on numerous factors, including 
the amount of usable contiguous space available, the level of risk 
associated with redesign and construction, access to utilities, the 
availability of infrastructure support requirements, proximity to an airport, 
existence of environmental problems, and physical security of the facility. 
The contractor rated the suitability of each facility as good, fair, or poor 
and provided a relative ranking of all facilities. 

Table II. 1 summarizes the results of the architectural and engineering 
assessments and provides DFAS' updated renovation cost estimates for 
each facility. 
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Appendix I1 
Process DOD Used to Assess Excess 
Facilities 

Table 11.1: Planned DFAS Operating 
Location Facilities Dollars in millions 

Operating location Engineering assessment summary data 

Bldg. Area Rehab 
Location no. (sa. ft.) cost Suitabilitv Rank 

Charleston Naval 198 228,035 $2.7 Fair 7 
Supply Yard 
(Charleston, SC) 

Gentile Air Force 45/46 447,632 14.6 Good 11 
Station (Dayton, 
OH) 
Ft. Sill 4700 197,252 8.0 Good 2 1 
(Lawton, OK) 

Lexington-Blue 4 138,360 2.7 Fair 9 
Grass Army Depot 
(Lexington, KY) 

Loring Air Force 3502 142,400 4.4 Good 12 
Base (Limestone, 
ME) 
Memphis Naval Air 787 128,000 2.8 Good 4 
Station (Memphis, 
TN) w 
Newark Air Force 4 747,077 15.2 Poor 28 
Base (Newark, 
OH) 

Oakland Naval 31 1 131.878 8.4 Fair 26 
Supply Center 
(Oakland, CA) 

Offutt Air Force 500 130,000 3.6 Good 5 
Base (Omaha, 
N U  
Orlando Naval 30 1 156,960 0.4 Good 1 
Training Center 
(Orlando, FL) 

Chanute Air Force 3 n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Base (Rantoul, IL) 

Rock Island Arsenal 62 155,409 7.4 Good 10 
(Rock Island, IL) 

Griffis Air Force 1 195,332 8.6 Good 22 
Base (Rome, NY) 
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Appendix I1 
Process DOD Used to Assess Excess 
Facilities 

DFAS estimated renovation costs 

Date 
available Remarks 

Area 
(sq. ft.) 

Rehab Cost per Cost per 
c o s ~  sq. ft.b personC 

NIA Moderate demolition needed to create large 125,280 $5.9 $47 $7,900 
floor areas suitable for offices. Contains 
some asbestos and has lead paint. 

Sept. 1996 Built in 195411956, Recently renovated. 202,000 11.4 56 15,200 
Probably has asbestos. 

June 1994 Built in 1966 as a hospital. Extensive interior 197,252 12.8 65 17,100 
demolition. Some asbestos. 

Jan. Built in 1943. Warehouse easily convertible 138,360 7.3 53 9,700 
1994 to open office space. Has asbestos. 

Inadequate parking. 

Sept. Hospital built in 1988. Costly demolition of 142,400 9.2 65 12,300 
1994 hospital systems. 

Newer facility. Easily modified to open 1 28,000 
office. Modern. 

Sept. DFAS areas not contiguous. Poor internal 166,566 
1996 configuration for offices. Built in 1954, 

extremely high roof, no windows, has 
asbestos. DFAS will have to treat potable 
water onsite. 

Sept. Built in 1942. New entrance tower needed. 131,878 
1995 Moderate interior demolition needed for 

office space. Parking lot needs major 
expansion. Seismic upgrade required. 
Asbestos present. 

Dec. Built in 1955. Space on 3rd floor for DFAS. 125,000 
1994 5,000 sq. ft. also designated for storage. 

Jan. New 3-story electronics training school, 156,960 
1994 never occupied. If assumed parking 

expansion not possible, suitability then 
becomes fair. 

nla Original assessment was completed on 146,423 18.0 1 23 24,000 
building 3. Subsequently, the building was 
sold to a private developer. Building 68 was 
chosen as an alternate site. DFAS' estimate 
is for building 68. 

Oct. Now partially occupied. Built in 1878. 155,409 13.8 89 18,400 
1994 Historic landmark. Has asbestos. 

Dec. Built in 1942 as a warehouse. Partly 183,332 
1994 converted to office space. Has some 

identified asbestos. 

WlV (continued) 
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Appendix I1 
Process DOD Used to Assess Excess 

Dollars in millions 

Operating location Engineering assessment summary data 
Bldg. Area Rehab 

Location no. Isa. ft.1 cost Suitabilitv Rank 

Norton Air Force 951, 189,168 10.3 Fair 25 
Base (San 952, 
Bernardino, CA) 953 

Ft. Ord (Seaside, . 4385 360,060 19.4 Fair 24 
CAI 

Total 3.5(mil) 114.9 
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Appendix II 
Process DOD Used to Assess Excess 
Facilities 

DFAS estimated renovation costs 
Date Area Rehab Cost per Cost per 
available Remarks (sq- fi.1 cosr sq. fLb personC 

Sept. Two-story office built in 1963. Probably 189,168 17.5 93 23,300 
1996 contains asbestos. Needs seismic upgrade. 

Separated from main base, not part of 
closure. 

July Built in 1972 as a hospital. Needs extensive 145,536 
1994 interior demolition to create suitable office 

sDace. HVAC distribution will be difficult. 

2.3 (mil) 173.0 

Source: Defense Finance and Accountina Service (DFAS) militarv construction fundina reauest - .  
and Corps of Engineers architectural andengineering assessments. 

a Renovation cost estimate was taken from DFAS' request for military construction funding for 
fiscal years 1997-99. DFAS' estimate includes cost for building renovation and installation of 
wiring for telecommunication and ADP equipment. 

Cost per square foot was calculated using the following formula: cost to rehabisquare footage. 

Cost per person was calculated using the following formula: cost to rehab1750 (planned staffing 
level at the operating locations) 
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Comments From the Department of Defense w 

UNDERSECRETARYOFDEFENSE 
I100 DEFENX PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1 100 

dI. 281996 

Mr. Henry L Hioton, Jr. 
Assistant ComptroUa Chad 
US. Gend  Accwnting ma 
Washingtcm. D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Hinton: 

I have enel& the Department of Defensc (DoD) response to the General Accounting 
Oftice draft report, "DOD INFRASTRUCRRFi DOD's Planned Finance and Accuunting 
Structure Is Not Well Justifed." dated June 1995 (GAO Codc 7090881OSD Case 9921). Based 
on the DoD =view of the draft. we felt that the =port did not adequately reflect the positive 
initiatives that nrc being accomplished. We note that you added additional information and 
rscognition of the -kx issues involved after discukons with GAOrcpacntatives. The 
DepartmenL -fore, geoaally concurs with the nviscd draft repoet. 

I appreciate that GAO recognized the significant reengincuing initiatives undnway 
throughout tbe Defmse F i  and Accwnting .%vice. As the Department proceeds with 
systems standardization and operational msolidation, additional remgineeting effats will take 
PL. 

Tbc -t's detailed commnts on the draft rrgott recommcndaticns arc enclosed. 
The DoD appreciates the opportunity to comment on tbe draft report. 
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Appendix 111 
Commenta Fmm the Department o f  Defense 

GAO D R m  REPORT OF JUNE 1995 
(GAO CODE 709088) OSD CASE 9921 

WOD INFRASTRUCTURE: DOD'S PLANNED FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING 
STRUCTURE IS NOT WELL JUSTIFIED" 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMMENTS 

-END=: As DoD proceeds with the eonsolidation and reengineering of 
fmance and account in^ functions and locations. we recommend that the Sumtaw of 
Defense direct Dob CompmUs ta develop an updated estimate of the num& of 
locations and personnel required to perform finance and accounting functions. In 
developing this estimate, it ia important that the Comptroller consider not only today's 
concept-of-opcrntions but also how finance and accounting operations will be perfmed 
m a  DFAS has complied with DoD's business process rteagineermg goals and directives. 

-: Coofur. The Unda Secretary of Defense (ComptroUcr) will develop 
an updated estimate of the n u m b  of locations and pasomel required to perform finance 
and accounting functions. This cstimstc will be devclopcd annually by November 30 until 
carsolidation is completed. 

RECOMMENDATION As DoD procds with UIC eonsolidation and mengincuing of 
finance and accounting functions and locatims, wc rccommnd that the Secretary of 
Defense direct tbc ~ o b  Comptroller to use the updated information to reassess ihc sib 
selection decisions for new operating locations. This m s s m m m t  should balana DoD's 
&six for short-term cost savings with the nead to select sites that. from a business 
pusptctive, offer the gmkst oppatunity f a  maintaining ot mhancing finance and 
accounting opvations and savifes to DPAS' customers. 

-: Concur. The Under Secretary of Defense (Compmller) will use the 
updated information to rcasscu the site selection decisions f a  new o m a h  locations and 

e: CONCRESSIONALCONSIDERATION: approving military 
consbuction funds for renovating excess facilities for finance and accounting ~pgations. 
the Congrcss may want to enst& that DOD has adequately assessed and ju&fi;d the size 
and locations of its finance and accounting network. 

-: Partially mew. As indicated in the DoD responses to the GAO 
rcc~rmnmdations, the Department will develop an updated estimate of the n u m k  of 
locations and pe-l required and will m a e m  the site selection decisions for new 
operating locations by providing an annual report to the Sccntary of Defense. This 
i&ormation would be available h e  C o o p &  in connection with any military 
construction requirements arising out of such updates and rrassessoents. 
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James E. Hatcher, Assistant Director National Securim and James E. Fuquay, Evaluator-*-Charge 
International Affairs Cheryl K. Andrew, Senior Evaluator 
Division, Washington, Michael J. E M ~ U & ,  Senior Evaluator 

D.C. David S. Epstein, Senior Evaluator 
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GAO United States 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

National Security and 
International Affairs Division 

April 16, 1996 

The Honorable William J. Perry 
The Secretary of Defense 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

We are currently evaluating the Department of Defense's (DOD) response 
to the recommendations included in our September 1995 report1 and have 
a matter for your immediate attention. Specifically, DOD is opening new 
finance and accounting offices even though its recent analysis shows that 
they are not needed. 

Background Our September report evaluated both DOD'S justification and its cost 
analysis for consolidating over 300 defense accounting offices into 5 large 
existing finance centers and 20 new sites called operating locations. The 
20 sites are located in the continental United States. Our evaluation did not 
address the 21st site, which was opened in Hawaii to provide finance and 
accounting support for military services operating in the Pacific theater. 

The report noted that DOD'S plan to reduce the size of its finance and 
accounting operations was a necessary step toward reducing 
infrastructure and improving operational efficiency and effectiveness. 
However, we challenged the need for 20 operating locations because 
(1) DOD'S analysis showed that finance and accounting operations could be 
consolidated into as few as 6; (2) some planned sites, particularly those 
that would be located on military bases that had been closed or realigned, 
would require about $173 million in renovation costs; and (3) DOD, in its 
decision-making process, had not considered additional operational 
efficiencies that are expected from business process reengineering 
initiatives. In short, we believed the planned infrastructure would be larger 
and more costly than necessary. DOD generally concurred with our findings 
and recommendations and agreed to reassess the need for 20 operating 
locations and update the number of personnel needed to support future 
finance and accounting operations. The Defense Finance and Accounting 
Service (DFAS), the organization that has management control of the five 
finance centers and operating locations, was tasked to conduct the 
reassessment, which was completed on January 2, 1996. 

'DOD Infrastructure: DOD's Planned Finance and Accounting Structure Is Not Well Justified 
(GAOflrlSIAD-95127, Sept. 18,1995). 
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DOD Is Planning to DFAS' reassessment concluded that 16 operating locations (15 in the 
continental United States and 1 in Hawaii) were needed to support DOD'S 

Open Facilities It consolidated finance and accounting operations. By limiting the number of 

Does Not Need locations to 16, DFAS states that it could maintain its projected annual 
savings of $120 million in operations and maintenance costs and avoid 
spending about $51 million in military construction costs. 

The 16 operating locations that DFAS believes it needs include 14 opened 
during fiscal year 1995 plus 2 locations planned for Memphis and San 
Antonio. The five locations no longer needed would be located in or near 
Lawton, Oklahoma; Lexington, Kentucky; Newark, Ohio; Rantoul, Illinois; 
and Seaside, California. According to DFAS' reassessment, your decision to 
reduce military personnel, efficiencies expected from business process 
reengineering and systems improvement initiatives, and realignment of 
functions between DFAS and the military departments are factors that have 
reduced DOD'S requirement from 21 operating locations to 16. 

Nevertheless, on February 8, 1996, the Under Secretary of Defense 
(Comptroller) recommended to you that DOD continue the original plan (to 
open all 21 operating locations) subject to congressional approval. 
Although you had not yet concurred with the recommendation, DOD 

officially opened the Lawton facility on February 16,1996, and the Seaside 
facility on March 29, 1996. During fiscal year 1996, operations will be 
limited at these facilities. Staffing, for example, will not be complete at 
Seaside until the end of fiscal year 1997 and at Lawton until 1999. 

Both facilities also require military construction projects to bring them up 
to par. DFAS, for example, plans to spend about $19 million in military 
construction funds to renovate the Seaside facility. Once completed, the 
facility will accommodate about 450 employees. Because of decreased 
requirements, however, DFAS no longer believes it needs any employees at 
Seaside. Yet it is acljusting its workload requirements at other locations 
and is planning to put about 225 employees there. DFAs officials were 
unsure what impact this reduced workforce would have on their 
renovation plans, but said the existing facilities would accommodate 
about 200 people without any major renovation or construction project. 

The Lawton facility has a similar situation. Although DFAS no longer 
believes it needs an operating location at Lawton, it plans to spend about 
$12.8 million in military construction funds on a facility to accommodate 
about 550 DFAS employees. DFAS officials said, however, that the existing 
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facilities at Lawton could be configured to house about 400 employees 
without the need for any military construction funds. 

DFAS plans to spend an additional $19.2 million on facilities in Lexington 
and Rantoul, which are scheduled to open in 1999 and 2001, respectively. 
No military construction funds are needed for the planned operating 
location in Newark. 

DOD's Actions Are There is considerable evidence that Congress wanted DOD to reassess its 
requirements and to open only those operating locations needed to 

Not Required by perform finance and accounting operations. ~ 0 t h  the Senate Committee 
Congressional on Armed Services and the Senate Committee on Appropriations asked 

Direction DFAS to reexamine its requirements before establishing additional 
operating locations. The House Committee on National Security, while not 
requiring a reassessment, reported that the DFAS consolidation plan would 
result in a larger infrastructure than necessary. Finally, the National 
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996, enacted on February 10, 
1996, restricts DOD'S opening of new operating locations. DOD must report 
the need for any new operating location to Congress and allow at least 
30 days to elapse before they are established. As permitted by this statute, 
DFAS plans to prepare and submit an analysis supporting the need for the 
Newark, Lexington, and Rantoul operating locations. According to DFAS 

officials, these three facilities may still be opened on the schedule 
previously approved by you, unless Congress takes action during the 
30-day waiting period called for in the Authorization Act. 

As for the Lawton and Seaside facilities, section 353 (c)(3) of the 
Authorization Act allows DFAS to continue with plans to open an operating 
location if by February 10, 1996, a date for commencing operation had 
been established and funds had been expended for that purpose. Because 
it had already announced plans to open these locations and had expended 
some funds for that purpose, DFAS and the Under Secretary of Defense 
(Comptroller) interpreted this provision of the act as congressional 
direction to open Lawton and Seaside. We believe they have 
misinterpreted the language in the Authorization Act. While the act does 
allow DOD to open Lawton and Seaside without the reporting requirement 
and 30-day waiting period, it does not direct DOD to open them. 

Recommendation We recommend that you direct the Under Secretary of Defense 
(Comptroller) to terminate plans to open the five facilities that DFAS 
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determined are no longer needed to effectively carry out DOD'S finance and 
accounting operations. 

Agency Comments On March 27, 1996, we met with representatives from DFAS and DOD'S 

Comptroller's Office to get official oral comments on a draft of this report. 
and Our Evaluation They did not dispute the fact that five locations are no longer needed. 

They remain convinced, however, that two of the locations-Lawton and 
Seaside-should be opened in accordance with language in the National 
Defense Authorization Act of 1996. They said that section 353 (c)(3) of the 
act was crafted specifically for the Lawton facility and its interpretation 
extends coverage to Seaside. Not opening them, in their view, would 
violate the intent of Congress. Accordingly, DOD will proceed with the 
consolidation of finance and accounting operations at these two locations. 
With respect to the other facilities at Lexington, Newark, and Rantoul, the 
DOD representatives agreed that a report justifying their need would have 
to be submitted to Congress before they are opened. 

As discussed above, section 353 (c)(3) of the act gives DOD the authority to 
open the Lawton and Seaside facilities but does not mandate it to do so. 
Consequently, we continue to believe you have the discretion to cancel the 
opening of any new finance and accounting location that DOD no longer 
believes is necessary to perform finance and accounting operations. 
Therefore, we made no revision to our draft report and are sending copies 
of our final report to the congressional committees that have jurisdiction 
in this area. 

Scope and We are in the process of examining the documentation and support behind 
DFAS' reassessment of the number of sites required to perform finance and 

Methodology accounting functions. AS part of this effort, we discussed results of the 
reassessment with officials at DFAS Headquarters and the Cleveland, 
Columbus, Denver, and Indianapolis centers. We also reviewed language 
in the reports prepared by the Senate Committee on Armed Services, 
Senate Committee on Appropriations, House Committee on National 
Security, and the House Committee on Appropriations and the National 
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996 to determine congressional 
intent related to the size of the DFAS infrastructure. 

Based on this preliminary work, we found that DOD was planning to open 
five facilities it no longer believes are needed and decided to bring this to 
the Secretary's attention before the decision became final. We plan to 
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continue our review to determine if DOD'S analysis supports the need for 16 
operating locations and will report on the results of that work at a later 
date. 

We performed our review from November 1995 through March 1996 in 
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. 

As you know, the head of a federal agency is required by 31 U.S.C. 720 to 
submit a written statement on actions taken on this recommendation to 
the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs and the House Committee 
on Government Reform and Oversight within 60 days of the date of this 
report. You must also send a written statement to the Senate and House 
Committees on Appropriations with the agency's first request for 
appropriations made over 60 days after the date of this report. 

We are sending copies of this letter to the Chairmen and Ranking Minority 
Members of the Senate and House Appropriations Committees, Senate 
Armed Services Committee, House National Security Committee, Senate 
Governmental Affairs Committee, House Government Reform and 
Oversight Committee, and the Director, Office of Management and Budget. 
If you have any questions on this matter, please call me on (202) 512-8412. 
Major contributors to this report are listed in appendix I. 

Sincerely yours, 

David R. Warren 
Director, Defense Management Issues 
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Appendix I 

Major Contributors to This Report 

Charles I. Patton, Jr., Associate Director 
Security and James E. Hatcher, Assistant Director 

International Affairs James E. Fuquay, Evalutor-In-Charge 

Division, Washington, Che'yl K. Andrew, Senior Evaluator 

D.C. 
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United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

The Honorable Byron L. Dorgan 
United States Senate 

Dear Senator Dorgan: 

This report responds to your request thztwe dWt%pfnfoamation on the 
types of f edera lh t ions  that lend themselve~ tobeing pe&med at- 
rocations other than Washington, D.C.T&fedemi regional dtles.' You 
tCTere concerned that federal agencies may not have been considering 
locating ~~ in rural areas, as required by the Rural Development Act 
of 1972 ( ~ D A ) , ~ ~ u l a r l y  in light of merit advances in 
telecommuRication tech&@. You specifically asked that we report on 

(I) What executive branch civilian non-Department of Defense functions 
have recently selected urban locations other than Washington, D.C., and 
the federal cities, compared to rural locations, and what factors, benefits, 
and problems were associated with such site selections? 

(2) What federal laws and policies govern facility location and to what 
extent have agencies implemented this guidance? 

(3) What lessons can be learned from private sector site selections? 

(4) What functions lend themselves to being located in rural areas? 

. !Prior. to U96, the Qffic-e of h9amgeme.t and Brrdget (OMB) established in Circular A-106 
the following 10 cities as the standard federal c% for fed& renional- 
Atl,anta, ~ o s t o n ,  Chkgo,.Adlas, Denver, b a s  CiQ, New ~ork,~hiledelph&  an 
Francisco, and Seattle. &June 8.1995. OMB rescinded the Circular.&at& that the way 
'the f e d s  govemmenb mitnagea ~eaortrces, agency e& bred- dupli&ve levels of, 
oversight, and&sexgwded llse of technology madeastrict ~egional structure inefficient 

* wd -essary. 

'7 U.S.C. 5 2204b-1. 
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To answer the first question, we used a questionnaire and follow-up 
interviews to survey agency officials regarding 115 sites acquired during 
fiscal years 1998 though 2000 by the General Services Administration 
(GSA) or other agencies that exercised their independent statutory 
authority to acquire sites. At your request, we excluded moves to 
Washington, D.C., and the 10 federal cities. We chose space of 25,000 
square feet or larger in order to review decisions with more significant 
economic i~nportance.~ To determine what federal laws and policies 
govern facility location, we interviewed GSA and other agency officials and 
reviewed relevant laws and policies. We contracted with a consultant4 who 
surveyed 52 private sector companies and reviewed real estate-related 
literature discussing private sector site selections to determine what 
lessons the public sector could learn from private sector site selections. To 
determine which functions lend themselves to locations in rural areas, we 
used results from our questionnaire survey, interviews with real estate and 
other officials at 13 cabinet agencies, and observations from the 
consultant's survey. 

%y using a threshold of 25,000 square feet, we started with 166 sites that were acquired by 
federal agencies with the assistance of GSA in f ~ c a l  years 1998 through 2000. If we had 
used a threshold of 10,000 square feet, we would have initially considered 430 sites. The 
inclusion of sites under a smaller threshold size may have led to more rural sites being 
included in our survey, but the acquisitions of smaller sites probably would have been less 
important for considerations of economic impact. 

4John D. Dorchester Jr., of The Dorchester Group, L.L.C., Scottsdale, AZ. The study was 
entitled Office Location Considerations of Luge U S  Corporations: U S  Govenunent 
Potentials, March 31,2001. Mr. Dorchester has an M.A (Economics), Specialization in Urban 
and Regional planning and Land Economics. In 1990, Mr. Dorchester also did contract work 
for us on private sector locations, which was included in our 1990 report that dealt with 
location policies, Facilities h t i o n  P o k y  GSA Should hopose a More Consistent and 
Bdnesslike Approach (GAO/GGD-90-109, Sept. 28,1990). 
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For this survey, we-& maiwea as z i ~  area having a population of 
86,000and undq. We had to select a threshold because RDA is unclear as 
to which population size to use for facility siting. The prior threshold, 
which was eliminated in 1996, used a population threshold of 50,000 and 
included a population density requirement. Population density data were 
not readily available; therefore, it was not feasible for us to use this 
definiti~n.~ We chose 25,000 o r  less b e w e  it was wed to define rural 
areas by several federal agencies for purposes other than federal siting 
under RDA and private qectQ1. m ~ ~ s  that we identified. The 25,000 
population threshold resulted in the identification of 32 of the 115 sites in 
our survey as rural sites6 

We did our work from August 2000 to May 2001 in accordance with 
generally accepted government auditing standards. Although we obtained 
GSA's and other agencies' comments on factors they considered for site 
selections, we did not attempt to determine the appropriateness of 
agencies' siting decisions. A more complete description of our scope and 
methodology is included in appendix I. 

Results in Brief SinceLour 1980 dm13 on this issue, federal agencies continue to locate for 
the most part in higher mi&, urban areas. . Eigh t4  the lkabinet agencies 
,surveyed had no formal RDA siting policy, m d  there was Httle evidence 
that agencies csAIsidered RDA's requlrememts when siting new federal 
fkilities Further, GSA has not developed for congressional consideration 
a c m s t - a a  governmentwide location policy, as we recommended in 
1990. 

Agenoies elwee urban areas for the mqjority (72.percent) of the 1 15 
rew&yacqu&d federal Sl@s in our survey. Agencies said they selected 
urban are~ds'g-Xhigrily because of the need to be near agency clients and 

m e  information on population density for areas outside of cities was not readily available 
and is subject to change, pending the results of the 2000 census. Additionally, when the US. 
Department of Agriculture needs to determine whether a city that has applied for a grant is 
rural or not, and may have a population of close to 50,000, it has experts who survey the 
population density of the city's surrounding area to determine whether the density meets the 
criteria for rural area We did not use 50,000 as a population threshold because many of the 
definitions of rural used by federal agencies for purposes other than federal siting under 
RDA and private sector orgaruzations we identified used thresholds of 25,000 or less. 

%e appendix 111 for a listing of the 32 rural sites. 
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qe Wted government and private sector facilities to accomplish their 
rPifsiom, Agencies h t - d e a t d  r u d  areas (areas with a population of 
25,000 or less) said hey did so primarily to be close to existing support 
hcilitieaand because of lower real estatecosts. Agencies that relocated 
operations tended to relocate within the same areas where they were 
originally located, which were mainly in urban areas, while newly 
established locations were almost equally divided among urban and rural 
sites. The priveb sector companies o w  consultant surveyed reported that 
the3"sefeet wban areas over rural areas largely because of the need to be 
near alpkilled labor force. 

The functions that were recently located predominately at urban sites were 
loans/grantdbenefits administration processing, inspection and auditing, 

a and health and medical services. The furt&~'IPS that were recently docatec! 
p d o m i a a t e b h  m a 1  areas were research and development, supply and 
storage, automatic data processing, and finance and accounting. Some 
functions were placed in both urban and rural areas, such as law 
enforcement, which was the most prevalent function located in both areas, 
although it was located more often at urban sites. 

Agencies said the benefits experienced by sites in urban areas were 
efficiency in agency performance due to the ability to share existing 
facilities, close proximity to other agency facilities and employees, and 
accessibility to public transportation for both employees and clients. 
Agencies that chose rural sites, said that benefits included close proximity 
to . ., agency _ support facilities, improved building and data security, and better 
access to m$or,~sportaffon arteries. Among the problems reported for 
, .urban sites were lack of building security and expamion space. For. rural 

sites, problems included the lack of public tzaspdatian, location far from 
oher-agency faciIities, and insufficient infmstmcture fur high-speed 
t~plscommuni~tions. 

RDA and the Competition in Contracting Act of 1984 (CICA),~ a federal 
procurement law, as well as executive orders, provide guidance on site 
location decisions. When considming43teareasin which to locate, RDA 
requires all executive deparkme~ts and agencies to establish policies and 

. I  . , 
procedures giving fllst,priority ta the location ofnew offices and. other 

a faemties in rural areas However, we also observed that the definition of 
"rural" used in RDA for federal facilities siting is unclear because the 

741 U.S.C. $253. 
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previous definition used by RDA for locating federal facilities was 
eliminated by amendment in 1996. Furthermore, only 5 of the 13 cabinet 
departments we contacted had a policy to implement RDA. Also, our 
survey of federal facilities showed that for about 73 percent of 113 
responding sites, respondents said either they did not use RDA in site 
acquisitions or they did not know whether it was used. We recognize that 
consideration of RDA may not have led agencies to make different location 
decisions. 

Once agencies have selected their respective geographic areas for possible 
locations, CICA generally requires agencies to obtain full and open 
competition for the facility acquisitions within the areas selected. 
Moreover, when agency mission requirements lead agencies to urban areas, 
other federal policies apply. These are (1) Executive Order 12072, which 
requires that central business areas (CBA) be given first preference for the 
location of federal facilities that need to be in urban areas and (2) 
Executive Order 13006,' which requires the federal government to utilize 
historic properties and districts to the extent possible, especially those 
located in CBAs. 

Lessons that the public sector can learn from the private sector in locating 
facilities involve factors that contribute to minimizing acquisition costs. 
These factors are (1) taking advantage, where possible, of certain 
incentives offered by localities to attract new employers, such as free land, 
and (2) the lower real estate and labor costs available in some areas. The 
private sector cited these two factors as having influenced their decisions 
more frequently than did the federal agencies in our survey. W@ recognize 
that fet?eral agencies' missions and socioeconomic goale associated with 
the govenunent's siting policy may som_etimes preclude them from taking 
advantage of the potential savings represented by these factors; however, 
those agencies that have flexibility in determining the location of a fundon 
may be abledo take advantage of one or both of these" fhctors so long as 
they are not offeet by other higher operations costs. Existing policy, as 
stated in Executive Order 12072 or RDA, which emphasizes locating federal 
facilities in either urban or rural areas to promote economic development, 
does not recognize costs to the government as a factor to be considered in 

m e  National Historic Preservation Act Amendments of 2000 (PL. 106208. 114 Stat318 
(2000), amends section 110(a)(l) of the National Historic ~re&rvation ~ c t ,  16 U.S.C.8 470h- 
2, to codify Executive Order 13006, issued May 21,1996, which encourages federal agencies 
to use historic properties prior to acquiring, constructing or leasing buildings for offices and 
facilities. 
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the selection of geographic areas for sites. In our survey of 115 sites 
acquired by federal agencies, agencies reported that for only 15 sites did 
any agency perform cost analyses of alternative geographical areas, to 
compare costs of different areas in which a site could ultimately be 
selected. In 1990, we recommended that GSA develop for congressional 
consideration a more cost-conscious, governmentwide location policy. In 
19!31, GSA requirgd aggpcies to consider real estate and labor costs as part 
dfa'ternporary~egulation that subsequently expired;. however, its 1997 
q l m m e n t d i d  not contain the requirement. In 2001, GSA officials could 
net explain Wms why the requirement was deleted. 

According to our review and the study done by our consultant, certain 
WuAiens havepotentiat for rural area locations. In fact, some are already 
in mml art?XS;'SU@i% re~eiirch and development, finance and accouhting, 
lar*wrfomXhent, and data processing. Other potential functions for rural 
areas include records archiving and tele~ervicing.~ Locating offices in rural 
areas depends primarily on the following factors: (I) whether the agency 
has flexibility in determining the location of a function (i.e., the function's 
mission does not require close proximity to a specified population); (2) 
whether the function can be efficiently and effectively performed in a 
location remote from the agency's main offices; and (3) whether the 
function can be performed without a large, technical workforce often 
associated with urban areas. 

We are suggesting, as matters for consideration, that Congress (I) enact 
legislation to require agencies to consider, along with their missions and 
program requirements, real estate, labor, and other operational costs and 
applicable local incentives when deciding whether to relocate or establish 
a new site in a rural area or urban area and (2) amend RDA to clarify the 
definition of "rural arean for facility siting purposes to facilitate its 
implementation. 

We are recommending that the Administrator of GSA, in GSA's role as the 
federal government's central property management agency, revise its 
guidance on federal facility siting to (I) advise customer agencies that they 
should consider, along with their missions and program requirements, real 
estate, labor, and other operational costs and applicable local incentives 

'As an example of teleservicing, the American Teleservices Association represents call 
centers, trainers, and consultants that facilitate telephone, Internet, and E-mail service and 
support. 
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when deciding whether to relocate or establish a new site in a rural or 
urban area; (2) requbthatawk federal agency subject to GSA's authority 
provide a written statement ta GSA demonstrating that, in selecting a new 
facility location, the agency, as required by RDA, had given first priority to 
locating in a d ma, arid if a rural area was not selected, the agency's 
j u ~ a t i o r f f o ~ t h e  decision; and (3) definethe term "rural area* to provide 
its cusbrne~!agewies with 8 single definition for purposes of federal siting 
under-RBA mtil Gongms amends RDA to define the term. 

Seventeen of the 21 agencies commenting on a draft of this report 
responded that they either had no comments, agreed with the information 
in the report, or suggested technical changes, which we considered and 
incorporated within this report where appropriate. GSA, the Department 
of the Interior, the Internal Revenue Service, and the US. Customs Service 
had more extensive comments. 

In response to our recommendation that GSA provide agencies with a 
single definition of a rural area for the purpose of RDA until Congress, as 
we suggested, defines the term, GSA agreed to develop a definition for 
agencies subject to its authority. Also, while GSA agreed to issue a bulletin 
to make other agencies aware of the definition of rural, it responded that it 
had no authority to establish or require the use of a definition for all federal 
agencies. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) responded that the definition 
should be based on terms other than population alone. We clarified our 
report to reflect GSA's authority to develop a definition only for its 
customer agencies and noted that Congress may want to consider factors 
in addition to population in defining a rural area. 

Regarding our recommendation that GSA require agencies to submit a 
written statement demonstrating the agency had given first priority to 
locating in a rural area and if a rural area was not selected, to include a 
justification, GSA agreed to require the written statement but said that 
requiring a justification would put GSA in the position of second-guessing 
the agencies. IRS also questioned the need for the justification. The 
Department of the Interior commented that the requirement should be 
limited to a minimum dollar threshold, exempt operations that are being 
expanded in the same local area, and be required only if the agency does 
not select a rural area We emphasized in the report that we are not 
recommending that GSA evaluate the justifications, but we remain 
convinced that a justification is needed to help document that agencies 
gave first priority to rural areas, but only when a rural area was not 
selected. We also believe that expansions of existing operations should be 
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subject to this requirement if they might involve a relocation. Although we 
agree that a minimum dollar threshold may be reasonable conceptually, we 
noted that RDA does not include a dollar threshold. 

In response to our recommendation that agencies be required to consider 
certain cost factors along with agency mission when determining whether 
to locate a site in a rural or urban area, the Department of the Interior said 
that the recommendation should be limited to the establishment of new 
offices. The Internal Revenue Service commented that if Congress 
supports a location policy that is economically based rather than socially 
based, Congress should repeal and replace the RDA. We clarified our 
recommendation to consider only relocations and new offices. Also, we 
noted that we are not suggesting that Congress establish a location policy 
based solely on economics but rather that cost should be one of the factors 
considered in siting decisions. 

The U.S. Customs Services responded that it generally agreed with the 
information in the report and provided additional information on the 
uniqueness of its facilities. 

Background GSA is the central management agency for acquiring real estate for federal 
agencies. According to a GSA policy official, GSA is responsible for 
managing the acquisition of about 40 percent of the federal government's 
office space and 10 percent of all government space. Other agencies, such 
as DOD, have their own authority to acquire space. To acquire real estate, 
an agency must either go through GSA using GSA's statutory authority, use 
its own statutory authority, or obtain delegated authority from GSA. If it is 
using GSA, the agency must provide GSA with a "delineated area," the 
geographic area where the agency wants to be located. GSA's policy 
requires its staff to review each delineated area to confirm its compliance 
with all applicable laws and regulations. Once an agency has selected a 
delineated area, GSA, under CICA, is to acquire the site within the selected 
area through the use of full and open competitive procedures. If an agency 
acquires property independently of GSA using its own statutory authority, it 
is responsible for compliance with all relevant laws and regulations but is 
not subject to GSA regulations. 

In 1990, we were asked by Senator Kent Conrad to look at policies that 
guide civilian agencies in selecting facility locations and determine whether 
any changes in federal location policies were warranted. We reported that 
GSA needed to develop a more consistent and cost-conscious 
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governmentwide location policy that required agencies, in meeting their 
needs, to maximize competition and select sites that offer the best overall 
value, considering such factors as real estate and labor costs. Since 1990, 
at least two matters raised in that report have remained unchanged. First, 
GSA has not developed for congressional consideration the cost-conscious 
and consistent governmentwide location policy that we recommended. 
The second item that remains unchanged is that rents in the CBAs of 
federal regional cities and Washington, D.C., are generally higher than the 
rents in non-CBA sections of those same cities-an average of $4.03 per 
square foot higher within calendar year 1999, as shown in table 1. 

-- - -- - - -- -- - -- 

Table 1: Commercial Rental Rates for Washington, D.C., and the 10 Federal Cities, 
Calendar Year 1999 

Average commercial rents for class A buildings ($/sq.ft). 

Central business Noncentral business Difference (Non-CBA 
area area compared to CBA 

Atlanta $22.36 $23.45 (1.09) 
Boston 40.50 31.20 9.30 

Chicago 33.23 26.00 7.23 

Dallas 23.07 24.10 (1.03) 
Denver 24.58" 23.98' .60 

Kansas Citv 20.00 20.50 10.50) 
- -- - -- 

New York 47.90 39.05 8.85 
Philadelph~a 24.22 22.24 1.98 

San Francisco 47.76 36.36 11.40 

Seattle 33.27 27.74 5.53 
Washington, D.C. 36.57 34.51" 2.06 

Averaae $32.1 3 $28.10 $4.03 

Tlass A buildings are in excellent locations and are either new buildings or old buildings that are 
competitive with new buildings. 

bPopulation for these cities ranged from 402,000 to 7,381,000. 

"Data obtained from Trammell Crow Company, a commercial real estate firm. All other rental rates 
were obtained from the Society of Industrial and Office Realtors. 

Source: Society of lndustrial and Office Realtors, the Bureau of the Census, and Trammell Crow 
Company. 

According to an April 2001 GSA congressional testimony, high rents for 
class A commercial space in San Francisco, CA, caused three federal 
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agencies to move from leased space in San Francisco to leased space in 
Oakland, CA, where rates were 25 percent to 30 percent lower. 

One change that occurred since our 1990 report that affected the 
workplace is the surge in telecommunications services, including 
widespread access to the Internet. One result of telecommunications 
services is the practice of "telecommuting," whereby employees can work 
from home or remote offices for all or part of their work week. 
Telecommuting increased significantly, rising from a level of 4 million U.S. 
workers in 1992, according to the Department of Transportation, to 16.5 
million in 2000, according to the International Telework Association and 
council. lo 

Despite the continuing relative higher cost of urban commercial rents, 
federal employment generally remains focused in Metropolitan Statistical 
Areas (MSA)," as shown in table 2. 

Table 2: Federal Executive Branch Full-Time Employees in MSAs and Non-MSAs 

Number and percent of federal full-time employees in fiscal 
vears 1990 and 2000 

1990 2000 
Location Number Percent Number Percent 

MSA 1,686,959 85 1,371,381 85 
Non-MSA 295,556 15 191,057 12 

Total 1.982.51 5 1 00 1 .619.914a 97b 

Note: Numbers include DOD civilian employees, but not DOD uniformed personnel, Postal Service 
employees, or intelligence agency employees. 

Total includes 57,476 employees for whom there were no MSNNon-MSA data. 

bFor about 4 percent of federal employees, there were no MSNNon-MSA data. Total does not add to 
100 percent because of rounding. 

Source: Office of Personnel Management. 

' m e  International Telework Association and Council is a non~rofit oreanization - 
specializing in telework. 

"An MSA is an area having 1 or more counties containing a city of 50,000 or more or a 
Census Bureaudefmed urbanized area and a total population of at least 100,000 (or 75,000 in 
New England). 
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Recently Selected During f ~ c a l  years 1998 through 2000, agencies chose urban areas for 

Federal Sites Were about 72 percent of the 1 1512 acquired federal sites in our survey and 
selected rural areas (those with a population of 25,000 or less)13 for about 

Mostly h Urban Areas 28 percent of the sites. Agencies reported that mission was the primary 
factor used to determine the location for over one-half of the sites and that 
the mission dictated the need to be in close proximity to clients, other 
agency facilities, and related organizations. GSA conducted the 
acquisitions for 79 of the sites using GSA authority, and agencies using their 
own statutory authority conducted the acquisitions for the other 36 sites. 

Agencies selecting urban sites reported that close proximity to other 
agency facilities and organizations contributed to cost savings resulting 
from less travel, more prompt on-site support, and ease in technology 
sharing. Other benefits reported for urban sites included the availability of 
a skilled labor pool and accessibility to public transportation for both 
employees and agency clients. Agencies that chose rural sites reported 
some similar benefits, stating that close proximity to related or support 
agency facilities and proximity to industries with which the agency is 
connected resulted in more efficient use of agency resources and less 
travel. Other benefits reported for rural sites included better building and 
data security and improved access to major transportation arteries. 

Officials reporting for about 66 percent of the sites either said no problems 
existed at the sites (45 percent), or they did not respond to the survey 
question (21 percent). For the remaining sites, agencies selecting urban 
areas reported problems such as lack of secure buildings, lack of 
expandable space, and high rental rates. Agencies selecting rural areas 
reported problems such as lack of infrastructure for high-speed 
telecommunications and a lack of access to public transportation. 

Functions performed at the sites varied, and some functions were 
performed in both urban and rural areas. 

'?'he 115 sites involved 32 different agencies (25 of which were either components of 
cabinet departments or the cabinet departments themselves, and 7 were independent 
agencies). See appendix I1 for a list of the agencies that selected the locations. 

13As noted in the objectives, scope, and methodology section in appendix I, 26 of the rural 
sites that fell within the 25,000 population threshold were located in MSAs in which large 
cities were located. A list of the rural sites is in appendix In. 
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Most of theeSites Were Eighty-three (or 72 percent) of the sites in our survey were located in urban 

Located in Urban Areas communities (areas with a population above 25,000), and 32 (or 28 percent) 
were located in rural areas (areas with a population of 25,000 or below). 
Most of the 115 site selections involved relocations within existing 
communities (56) or expansions of existing sites (14). As table 3 shows, 
the number of newly established locations (locations for agency functions 
for which the agency neither relocated nor expanded an existing site) was 
almost evenly distributed between rural and urban areas. Functions at the 
six rural sites selected for newly established locations included 
storage/inventory (mainly Census Bureau material for the 2000 Census), air 
traffic control, and law enforcement. The seven urban areas selected for 
the newly established locations included functions such as document 
archiving, passport production, law enforcement, and inspection of 
diseased plants near plant quarantine areas. 

Table 3: Established Locations for Sites in Survey: Urban or Rural 

Type of move 

Sites in 
Sites in urban Percent of 

rural area area Total sites total sites 

Relocated within same community 7 49 56 48.7 

Relocated from one community to 14 18 32 27.8 
another community 

Newly established location 6 7 13 11.3 
Ex~ansion of same site 5 9 14 12.2 

Total sites 32 83 115 100 
- - 

Note: The 83 sites in urban areas were in areas with populations of over 25.000, and the 32 sites in 
rural areas were in areas with populations of 25,000 or fewer. 

Source: GAO analysis of survey data. 

As table 3 shows, of the 32 sites that were relocated from one community 
to another community, 18 were in urban areas and 14 were in rural areas. 
Among these relocated sites, law enforcement and administrative program 
management were the most prevalent functions; and the two functions 
were about evenly divided between urban and rural sites. However, the 
frnance and accounting and research and development functions were 
found only at rural sites. Functions at the urban relocated sites included 
inspectinglauditing, tax administration, and aviation operations. 
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An agency can use GSA to acquire property on its behalf or acquire the 
property independently, using either statutory authority or authority 
delegated by GSA. No mqjor difference existed in the percentage of urban 
sites selected, regardless of whether the site decisions were made by 
agencies working with GSA or made independently of GSA. About 71 
percent of the sites that GSA procured on behalf of agencies were in urban 
areas, and about 75 percent of the sites agencies selected independently of 
GSA were in urban areas. 

Agencies Reported That From a list of 12 factors (and an overall "othersn category) in our survey, 

Agency Mission agencies reported that they considered numerous factors to determine the 

Requirements Determined delineated areal4 for the sites in our survey. A s  shown in table 4, agencies 

Site Location considered mission in making location decisions for 82 of the sites in our 
survey. The next most-cited factors were transportation efficiencies, which 
was considered for 46 sites; and particular space needs, such as specialized 
floor layouts, which was considered for 45 sites. 

I4GSA defines the delineated area as the specific boundaries within which space will be 
obtained to satisfy an agency's space requirements. 
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Table 4: Factors Agencies Used to Select the Delineated Area for Federal Facilities in the Survey 

Number of sites where each factor was 
considered during the location decision 

Total 
Number of Number of number of Percent of 

Factors agencies used to determine where to locate federal facilities rural sites urban sites sites total sites 

Aaencv mission reauirements (e.a.. need to be near customers) 19 63 82 71.3 

Transportation efficiencies (proximitv to interstate hiahwavs. aireorts, rail lines) 14 32 46 40.0 

Particular space needs (size or nature of facilitv) 14 3 1 45 39.1 

Public transportation (proximitv to mass transit, such as subwavs and buses) 10 23 33 28.7 

Low real estate costs 14 11  25 21.7 

Use of existing infrastructure investment 13 9 22 19.1 

Employees must be located near coworkers at another site 1 1  10 2 1 18.3 

Needed sufficient competition to meet the Competition in Contracting Act 8 9 17 14.8 
requirements 

Recruitment andlor retention issues (e.g., quality of life, available applicant pool, 5 1 1  1 6 13.9 
and local economic conditions) 

Personnel cost considerations 6 9 15 13.0 

Political considerations/congressionally directed 1 8 9 7.8 

Low labor costs 1 2 3 2.6 

Note: The number of sites we surveyed totaled 115. Eighty-three were in urban areas (areas with 
population of over 25,000), and 32 were in rural areas (areas with population of25,000 or less). The 
number of sites will not total to these numbers because agencies cited more than one factor as the 
reason for selecting the delineated area for some of the sites. 

Source: GAO analysis of survey data. 

In their discussion as to why agency mission was the primary factor for site 
selections, agencies most often cited the need for the site to be in close 
proximity either to the mission service area, other agency facilities, other 
government agencies, or related private sector organizations. For example: 

The U.S. Customs Service (Customs) reported that it chose the 
delineated area for its international mail inspection function in Carson, 
CA, because the U.S. Postal Service (USPS) had relocated its 
international mail operations to Carson, CA, and Customs needed its 
inspection function to be near the international mail site. Customs also 
reported that its cybersmuggling center needed to be located within the 
concentration of private computer-based industries in Fairfax, VA. 
U.S. Attorney offices reported that their policy is to be within four 
blocks of federal courthouses because, as the principal litigators for the 
U.S. government, U.S. Attorneys need to be available for courtroom 
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activities on a regular basis. U.S. Marshals Service (USMS) offices also 
reported that USMS offices need to be colocated with the courts 
because the agency's primary concern is the safety and security of the 
judiciary, the judicial process, and its participants. 
The Department of Agriculture's Animal and Plant Health Inspection 
Service (APHIS) reported that the delineated areas of its sites in our 
survey were selected because they needed to be in close proximity to 
diseased plant quarantine areas. The Federal Emergency Management 
Agency also reported that its Pasadena, CA, site in our survey needed to 
be in close proximity to a disaster area. 
The Immigration and Naturalization Service reported that its national 
records center had to be located as close as possible to a National 
Archives and Records Administration (NARA) center in Lees Summit, 
MO, to reduce the costs associated with a high-volume records transfer 
to NARA. 
Agencies providing services to the public, such as the Social Security 
Administration (SSA), IRS, and the Department of Veterans Affairs, 
reported that the delineated areas for their officedclinics were selected 
because the agencies needed to be as close as possible to the 
clientlpatient population that the agencies service. 

Agencies did not select rural areas for 83 of the 115 sites in our survey. For 
about 75 percent of the 83 sites, agencies cited mission requirements as the 
reason for not selecting rural areas. They again cited proximity 
considerations and said that locating the sites in rural areas would have 
placed them too far from their clients, other supporting agency facilities, 
related research facilities, or the function they had to monitor. For 
example, GSA's Federal Technology Service reported that it did not 
consider a rural area for its site because the function needed to remain in 
the Washington, D.C., area to have access to its mdor customers and 
telecommunications providers. 

Other reasons for not selecting rural areas included the need to be near 
public transportation and rural areas' lack of the necessary labor pool and 
sufficient space. Some respondents also said that rural areas can have high 
costs, such as for transportation to airports. The Bureau of Reclamation 
stated that a water resources management operation was not located in a 
rural area because of the unavailability of a building to meet space needs. 
The IRS said it did not place a telephone-based customer service site in a 
rural area because of the need for a large number of recruitment candidates 
who were available only in a more heavily populated area. Similarly, the 
SSA said that when one of its teleservicing centers needed additional 
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space, it did not move the center to a rural area because of the difficulty of 
locating sufficient space and personnel in rural areas. 

In addition to agency mission, lower real estate cost was one of three main 
factors that contributed to the selection of the 32 rural sites. Respondents 
representing almost one-half of the rural sites identified (1) lower real 
estate costs; (2) particular space needs (e.g., specialized space for security 
reasons); and (3) transportation efficiencies, such as access to major 
arteries, as  factors considered in the site selection decisions. 

Agencies Reported Benefits In response to our survey's request to list three chief benefits and 

and Problems With Selected problems, if any, associated with the selected location for sites in our 

Sites survey, agencies reported numerous benefits and few problems for both 
urban and rural locations. The benefits of urban areas included close 
proximity to other agency resources, such as support facilities and related 
government agencies, and related private sector organizations. Agencies 
said proximity was a benefit because it contributed to more prompt on-site 
support and cost savings resulting from less travel and transportation of 
material over distances and eased technology sharing and daily interaction 
among related organizations. For example, both the Forest Service and 
APHIS reported that their sites' close accessibility to universities allowed 
for sharing of advanced technologies and improved collaboration between 
the agency and university researchers. Also, the Department of Veterans 
Affairs reported that the urban location of one of its clinics was a benefit 
because it was in close proximity to the city's medical center complex. 
Other benefits cited for sites in urban areas included the availability of a 
skilled labor force, the ability to use existing infrastructure, and the 
accessibility of public transportation for both employees and clients. 

Agencies that located sites in rural areas reported some similar benefits, 
such as close proximity to related or support facilities, other program 
employees, and the industry to which the agency was connected. They said 
proximity resulted in more efficient use of agency resources and less 
travel. Other benefits reported for rural sites included improved building 
and data security and accessibility to major transportation arteries. 

Agencies reported they had no problems with about 45 percent of the sites, 
either urban or rural. They provided no response to this survey question 
for another 21 percent of the sites. For the remaining sites, agencies 
selecting urban areas reported problems such as lack of secure buildings 
and expandable space, traffic problems, high rental rates, and specific 
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problems with buildings needing repairs. Agencies selecting rural areas 
reported problems such as a lack of proximity to other agency facilities and 
public transportation, great distance from major airports, and a lack of 
necessary infrastructure for telecommunications and city waste 
management services. 

Functions Located at As table 5 shows, agencies reported that the three most common functions 

Established Sites Varied located in rural areas included law enforcement, research and 

Widely development, and supply storage and inventory control. Three functions, 
automated data processing, fmance and accounting, and social services, 
were located only in rural areas. 
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Table 5: List of Primary Functions Performed at the Sites in the Survey 

Sites in 
Sites in urban Total Percent of 

Primary functions rural area area sites total sites 
Law enforcement, security, border patrol 7 24 3 1 27.2 

Loandgrantsbenefits administrationlapplication and claims processing 1 11 12 10.5 

Administratiodprogram management 2 8 10 8.8 

Supply storage andor inventory control 5 3 8 7.0 

Research and development 5 3 8 7.0 

Health and medical services 1 5 6 5.3 

General s u ~ ~ o r t  services 2 2 4 3.5 

Document archiving and storagelrecords management 1 3 4 3.5 

Plant health inspectiodauarantine areaddisaster operations 0 4 4 3.5 

Aviation and space operations 2 2 4 3.5 

Parks, natural resources, environment managementlwater resources management 0 3 3 2.6 

Telephone-based customer service (teleservicing) 1 2 3 2.6 

Automated data processing andor electronic storage 2 0 2 1.8 

Finance and accounting 2 0 2 1.8 

Equally combined functions (enforcementlbenefitdmedical services) 0 2 2 1.8 

Passport operations 0 2 2 1.8 
Tax administration 0 1 1 0.9 

Social Services 1 0 1 0.9 
Communications 0 1 1 0.9 

Insurance operations 0 1 1 0.9 

Morale, well-being, and recreation 0 1 1 0.9 

Total sites 32 82 114 100.2 

Note: The number of sites we surveyed totaled 11 5. Eighty-three were in urban areas (areas with 
population of over 25,000), and 32 were in rural areas (areas with population of 25,000 or less). The 
total number of sites in this table is 114, because 1 agency reported that although it obtained the 
space, none of the agency's functions were performed at the site; other agencies use the site. The 
total percentage does not add to 100 due to rounding. 

Source: GAO analysis of survey data. 

The three most common functions located in urban areas were law 
enforcement, administration of loanslgrantshenefits and processing of 
applications and claims, and administration/program management. Law 
enforcement was the most prevalent function in both urban and rural 
areas, although it was more prevalent in urban areas. Also, although 
research and development and supply storage and inventory functions 
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were more prevalent in rural areas, sometimes they were also located in 
urban areas. 

The Rural Several laws and executive orders affect the location of federal facilities. 
The laws, which take priority over the executive orders, include RDA, the Act and primary law on rural siting; and CICA, a law governing federal acquisition 

Other Federal Policies generally. When considering areas in which to locate, RDA "directs the 

on Location heads of all executive departments and agencies of the Government to 
establish and maintain departmental policies and procedures giving first 
priority to the location of new offices and other facilities in rural areas." 
Any move by an agency to new office space in another location would be 
considered a new office or facility covered by RDA. Once agencies have 
selected their respective areas for possible locations, CICA generally 
requires that agencies obtain full and open competition for facilities 
acquisitions within the areas selected. 

The two primary executive orders on federal facility location decisions are 
Executive Order 12072 of August 16,1978; and Executive Order 13006 of 
May 21,1996. Executive Order 12072 specifies that when the agency 
mission and program requirements call for facilities to be located in urban 
areas, federal agencies must give first consideration to locating in a CBA 
and adjacent areas of similar character. Executive Order 13006 requires 
the federal government to utilize and maintain, wherever operationally 
appropriate and economically prudent, historic properties and districts, 
especially those located in the CBA. 
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Agencies acquiring real estate are responsible for complying with federal 
laws and executive orders. If GSA is acquiring the real estate for an agency, 
then GSA regulations state1' that GSA is responsible for ensuring 
compliance with "all applicable laws, regulations, and Executive orders." 
However, if the agency is making the acquisition under its independent 
statutory authority, or through a delegation from GSA, the agency is 
responsible for compliance with relevant laws and regulations. Some 
agencies also have been provided statutory authority to acquire real estate 
for different purposes. Some agencies such as the Tennessee Valley 
Authority P A )  have been provided broad authority. TVA is authorized to 
purchase or lease real property that it deems necessary or convenient in 
transacting its business.16 Other agencies' statutory authority is for more 
limited purposes. For example, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized 
to lease buildings and associated property for use as part of the National 
Park System17 and the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to lease 
space for the storage of unclaimed or other imported merchandise that the 
government is required to store." 

Limited Consideration of RDA states that executive departments and agencies must establish 

RDA policies and procedures to give first priority to the location of new offices 
and other facilities in rural areas. However, among the 13 cabinet 
departments, only the departments of Agriculture (USDA), Commerce, 
Labor, Transportation, and the Treasury had written policies specifically 
addressing RDA. The other departments (Justice, Health and Human 
Services, the Interior, Housing and Urban Development, State, and 
Education) said they did not have policies on RDA; and two (Energy and 
Veterans Affairs) said they expect all employees to abide by all policies on 
facility acquisitions, but they also had no written policies regarding RDA. 

In addition, many agency real estate specialists in field offices also said 
either their agencies did not have RDA policies or they did not know if their 
agencies had such policies. Among the 113 sites for which we received 
responses, 61 sites involved agencies that did not have RDA policies, and 24 

'"nterim Rule D-l,41 C.ER. 101-21, appendix to subchapter D 9 101-17.20501). 

1616 U.S.C. 0 831c. 

"16 U.S.C. 5 la-2. 

IR19 U.S.C. 9 1560. 
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involved agencies that had policies. Respondents for 28 sites also said that 
they did not know if their agencies had RDA policies. 

Our survey also requested respondents to report which of the four 
applicable laws and executive orders were considered in the acquisition of 
the surveyed sites. Agencies reported that 

CICA was considered for 73 percent of the 113 sites for which a 
response was received, 
Executive Order 12072 (on locating in CBAs) was considered for 50 
percent of the 113 sites for which a response was received, 
Executive Order 13006 (on historic districts) was considered for 43 
percent of the 112 sites for which a response was received, and 
RDA was considered for about 27 percent of the 113 sites for which a 
response was received. 

Agencies reported that they considered RDA for 8 of the 36 sites that were 
acquired independently of GSA. Agencies also reported that RDA was 
considered for 21 of the 79 sites acquired by GSA. Conversely, for about 73 
percent of 113 sites for which a response was received, respondents said 
they either did not use RDA in site acquisitions or did not know whether it 
was used. 

To determine if GSA was requiring agencies to apply RDA, we looked at 
GSA regulations and examined 33 GSA lease files. GSA regulations state 
that federal agencies using GSA are responsible for identifying their 
delineated areas,lg consistent with their missions and program 
requirements in accordance with applicable regulations and statutes, 
including RDA. The agencies must also submit to GSA a written statement 
explaining the basis for their delineated areas, and GSA is responsible for 
reviewing these delineated areas to c o n f i  their compliance with laws and 
regulations. We looked at 33 files involving GSA leases made from 1989 
through 2000 in 3 GSA regions, including the Rocky Mountain Region, 
based in Denver; the Greater Southwest Region, based in Ft. Worth, TX; 
and the Mid-Atlantic Region, based in Philadelphia. We found no mention 
of RDA in any of the 33 acquisition files. In the files we examined, we did 
find cases where GSA requested modification of the delineated area in 

"Interim Rule D-l,41 C.ER 101-21, appendix to subchapter D (101-17.205(a). GSA defines 
the delineated area as the specific boundaries within which space will be obtained to satisfy 
an agency's space requirements (101-17.205@). 
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response to other criteria, such as CICA. Additionally, a GSA official in the 
National Capital Region (NCR) provided us with a checklist of documents 
that are expected to be in each NCR lease file. Neither the 1999 checklist 
nor the 2000 update of that list mentioned RDA, although both mentioned 
Executive Orders 12072 and 13006. 

What Constitutes Rural or In addition to agencies' limited consideration of RDA, the act's defmition of 

Rural Area 1s Unclear "rural" is unclear. RDA provides that rural areas, for the purpose of federal 
facilities location decisions, are defined in the private business enterprise 
exception in section 1926(a)(7) of title 7 of the U.S. Code. Prior to 1996, 
this exception in 7 U.S.C. D 1926(a)(7) defined rural as "all territory of a 
State that is not within the outer boundary of any city having a population 
of fifty thousand or more and its immediately adjacent urbanized and 
urbanizing areas with a population density of more than one hundred 
persons per square mile, as determined by the Secretary of Agriculture 
according to the latest decennial census of the United States: Provided, that 
special consideration for such loans and grants shall be given to areas other 
than cities having a population of more than twenty five thousand." 

However, in 1996,7 U.S.C. 9 1926(a)(7) was repealed and replaced with a 
new section 1926(a)(7) that defines "rural" and "rural areas" but no longer 
contains a provision or even a reference relating to the private business 
enterprise e~ception.~' The new section 7 U.S.C. § 1926(a)(7) defines 
rural-but only for water and waste disposal grants and direct and 
guaranteed loans-as "a city, town, or unincorporated area that has a 
population of no more than 10,000 inhabitants." 

Different Agencies Use Government agencies have different definitions of what constitutes a rural 

Different ~ ~ a l  Defjjtions area. For example, GSA uses two different population thresholds to define 
rural area for purposes of RDA. According to GSA Interim Rule D-1, a rural 
area is any area "that (i) is within a city or town if the city or town has a 
population of less than 10,000 or (ii) is not within the outer boundaries of a 
city or town if the city or town has a population of 50,000 or more and if the 
adjacent urbanized and urbanizing areas have a population density of more 
than 100 per square mile." 

mPubli~ Law No. 104-127, 110 Stat. 888,1123 (1996). 
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Meanwhile, as table 6 shows, other federal agencies use other definitions of 
rural to implement various federal programs; and private organizations use 
other definitions as well. 

Table 6: Definitions of Rural Used by Federal Agencies and Selected Private Sector Organizations 

Agencylorganization Population thresholds and definitions for rural area 

Census Bureau Under 2,500 or open country 

Department of Agriculture's Economic Under 2,500 
Research Service (Metro or nonmetro area) 

Department of Agriculture's Rural Business 
Opportunity Grant Program 

Department of Agriculture's Rural Housing 
Programs 

Department of Housing and Urban 
Development's Rural Housing and Economic 
Development Program 

Under 10,000 
(Open country not associated with urban area) USDA defines open country as open 
space separated from any adjacent densely populated urban area. 

10,000 and under 

One of five ways: 
(1) Under 2,500 population (metro or nonmetro area). 
(2) Counties with no urban population of 20,000 or more. 
(3) Rural portions of "extended cities," as defined by the Census Bureau. 
(4) Open country that is not part of or associated with an urban area. 
(5) Not over 20.000 and not in MSA. 

Plants, Sites and Parks Magazinea 20,000 and under 
(50 miles or more from maior citv or MSA) 

Department of Agriculture's Intermediary Under 25,000 
Relending Program 

National Middle School Associationa Under 25.000 
Housing Assistance Councila 25,000 or fewer 

General Services Administration (Rural Under 10.000 or under 50.000 
Develo~ment Act imdementation) 
Department of Agriculture's Rural Business Under 50,000 
Enter~rise Grants 

Department of Agriculture's Rural Business Under 50,000 
Cooperative Service 

OMB Nonmetropolitan areas (areas other than "core counties" containing one or more central 
cities with at least 50,000 residents or an urbanized area and a total population of at 
least 100,000 (75,000 in New England) and adjacent communities that have a high 
degree of social and economic integration with the core counties). 

"A nongovernmental organization. 

Source: Department of Agriculture, the Bureau of the Census, Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, OMB and private sector organizations. 
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Lessons From Private According to our study and our consultant's review, location factors 

Sector Relocations considered important by the private sector for minimizing costs might 
benefit the public sector. These factors are (1) incentives offered by 

That Relate to the localities to attract new employers, such as free land; and (2) the lower real 

Federal Government estate, labor, and operational costs available in some areas. The private 
sector cited these two factors as having influenced their location decisions 
more frequently than did the federal agencies in our survey. We recognize 
that federal agencies' missions may sometimes preclude them from taking 
advantage of the savings represented by these factors. However, in 
instances where an agency has flexibility in locating a function, the agency 
may be able to take advantage of one or both of these factors, so long as 
they are not offset by other higher operational costs. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Location Factors Important According to our consultant, there are two broad steps involved in office 

to the Private Sector location decisions made by the private sector. The first step is to determine 
whether a given location is functionally suited to achieve the purposes of 
the office that is to be located. The second step is to test the location for its 
ability to meet a range of factors that have been shown to be important in 
meeting required goals. Our consultant found that corporations strongly 
preferred urban locations over rural ones. The determining location factor 
for most companies, he said, derives from a specific location's 
 characteristic^.^' The private sector considers numerous factors in making 
location decisions, and the relative importance of the factors appears to be 
company s p e c i f i ~ . ~  However, our consultant's literature search and survey 
of 52 private sector companies identified several factors as the main areas 
of consideration in the private sector location decisionmaking process. 
They were (1) transportation and logistics, (2) labor availability and cost, 
(3) real estate costs, and (4) business climate and business incentives. Of 
these factors, some were location factors considered by the federal sites 
we surveyed and some were not. 

2'According to our consultant, the inclusion of manufacturing firms in his study did not 
skew the results because the study focused only on office locations and not on the location 
of manufacturing facilities. 

"See appendix IV for location factors the private sector considered. 
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Transportation: Access to Access to highways and major thoroughfares is important for employees 
Highways, Trains, and Airports who commute and essential to maintaining connections to companies' 

suppliers and customers. When asked to rate the importance of 
transportation and logistics, 17 of the 52 respondents in our consultant's 
survey gave it the highest rating for headquarters offices, and over one-half 
gave it the highest rating for satellite (field) offices.* With the increasing 
globalization of markets, easy access to airports is also very important in 
corporate location decisions. Professional services, such as those of 
accountants and lawyers, also increasingly require access to airports, our 
consultant said. 

Transportation factors were also important to the public sector. In our 
survey of federal agency sites, officials for 40 percent of the sites said 
access to transportation, such as airports, trains, and highways, was an 
important factor in their location decisions. Examples cited by the agencies 
included easy access to airports for trainees from around the nation and 
access to highways for service centers. 

Availability and Cost of Labor According to our consultant, the availability and cost of labor are among 
the most important location factors for the private sector. Most of the 
corporations responding to our consultant's survey rated these among the 
top location factors considered when locating either their headquarters or 
field offices. Asked to rate the importance of "availability and cost of labor 
supply," of the 52 survey respondents 30 gave it the highest rating for 
headquarters offices and 32 gave it the highest rating for satellite (field) 
offices. Our consultant emphasized that the availability of sufficient and 
qualified labor is crucial to any business location decision because, even in 
a low-wage area, the need to train a qualified workforce can wipe out 
savings from lower labor costs. Our consultant also stated that while many 
small towns on the fringes of metropolitan areas have experienced rapid 
growth, their small populations suggest that they will remain small, which 
can be a liability to attracting companies. 

Labor costs include not only wage rates but also benefits, unemployment 
insurance, and workmen's compensation requirements. Labor costs also 
include costs associated with recruitment and training and the competition 
for labor within the same area. Some companies try to avoid areas where 

"'Our consultant's report indicated that satellite (field) offices are similar to federal regional 
offices in that they &e located apart from the phncipsl office, are smder, and serve a 
particular function. 
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they have to compete with major competitors for the same labor pool 
because of the possibility that skilled labor would be unavailable or that 
competitors would drive up the wage rate. According to our consultant, 
these factors are particularly important when considering rural areas 
where educational qualifications, in some cases, are not so readily 
available. 

Availability and cost of labor were not location factors considered by 
federal agencies for most of the sites in our survey. Respondents reported 
that they considered personnel costs, including lower labor costs and 
recruitment and retention costs, in location decisions for no more than 23 
of the 115 sites in our survey. Whether the federal government can adopt 
the private sector's practice in this area is open to question because, as 
previously mentioned, the primary location factor cited by federal agencies 
for the sites in our survey was agency mission. If agency mission dictates 
where most of the federal facilities have to be located, specifically in close 
proximity to clients, then the agency may have little flexibility to realize 
costs savings from low-wage areas. 

Lower Red Estate and Operating Since at least 1990, real estate costs have consistently ranked among the 
Costs top 10 factors influencing private sector location decisions. Real estate 

costs include direct costs (i.e., land, building, and occupancy costs such as 
rent and utilities), and indirect costs (costs such as shipping, 
transportation, and storage). When direct costs are higher in one 
community than another, the addition of lower indirect costs may result in 
a lower overall real estate cost in the community with higher direct costs. 
When asked to rate the importance of real estate costs, 31 percent of the 
corporate survey respondents gave this factor the highest rating for 
corporate headquarters offices, and 63 percent did the same for corporate 
field offices. 

Real estate cost was cited less frequently by federal agencies in our survey 
than by the private sector in making site location decisions. Agencies 
reported that for about 22 percent of the sites in our survey, lower real 
estate cost was a factor in the decision. If the public sector adopted this 
private sector practice, specifically for functions where agencies have 
flexibility as to where they may be located, potential savings could be 
offered by lower real estate costs, so long as the savings are not offset by 
other higher operating costs. 

Business Climate and Business The business climate of an area, including its business incentives, is a cost 
Incentives factor highly important to the private sector. When asked to rate the 
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importance of an area's business climate, 54 percent of respondents in our 
consultant's survey gave it the highest rating. Business climate factors 
include the general business potential and receptivity of a community to 
the corporate purpose. This includes the community's economic health, its 
organization and preparedness for growth, and the capacity of the 
community to support future growth of the locating company. For 
example, zoning issues are critical. Similarly, business incentives, such as 
tax abatements, free land, or infrastructure improvements offered by a 
community, are indicative of the business climate and are highly important 
location decision factors. According to our consultant, while incentives do 
not replace the need for a company's location to make good business sense, 
incentives become a means of distinguishing among otherwise acceptable 
alternatives. 

Business incentives were mentioned by only 2 agencies in our survey of 115 
sites. USDA said it chose a site at a local university for wildlife research 
because Colorado State University made land available at no cost. In 
return, USDA agreed to work in cooperation with university students on 
wildlife research. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) said when 
the lease expired for its regional office in Kansas City, KS, it relocated to 
another location within the city because the city provided free land. EPA 
reported that this was a "win-winn situation for both the agency and the city 
because the agency saved on its real estate costs, and the office benefited 
the economically depressed area where it is located. 

The limited use of local incentives by agencies in our survey contrasts with 
the emphasis the private sector places on incentives to save costs. For 
example, functions that need not be in proximity to the public or other 
facilities-such as training, data processing, document distribution, or 
telephone-based servicing-have the potential to take advantage of local 
incentives. While federal agencies cannot take advantage of all local 
incentives, such as tax relief, they might make use of other local incentives. 
For example, our 1990 report, referred to earlier, noted that the Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing chose a site in Ft. Worth, TX, in the late 1980s in 
part because of incentives offered by the locality. The incentives included 
the donation of 100 acres of land and construction of a building, a total 
package valued at between $12.5 million and $15 million. 

Public policy may have an impact on the extent to which federal agencies 
may seek incentives provided by local communities. The public sector 
sometimes seeks to provide economic assistance to certain areas, rather 
than the reverse-consider how the government may benefit from an area 
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RDA and executive orders, such as Executive Order 12072, promote 
locating federal agencies in rural areas or in the central business districts of 
urban areas to foster their economic development. In contrast, according 
to our consultant, the private sector seeks the reverse--consider how the 
corporation may benefit from the community. 

Government Lacks The government lacks a cohesive overall location policy that requires 

Cohesive Location policy agencies to consider costs when initially deciding whether to locate a site 
in a rural or an urban area. In 1990, we reported that the government was 
not as cognizant of cost considerations as was the private sector and that 
government policy was aimed at improving the economic development of 
either rural areas through RDA or urban areas through the executive 
orders. We recommended that GSA develop for congressional 
consideration a more consistent and cost-conscious govermentwide 
location policy that considers such factors as maximizing competition and 
taking advantage of lower real estate and labor costs in order for the 
government to lower its acquisition and operating costs. In 1991, GSA 
issued a temporary regulation requiring agencies to consider the 
availability of local labor pools, pay differentials for employees, local 
incentives offered, and real estate costs for prospectus-level projects24 
whose missions did not dictate a geographic area. However, the 
requirement was eliminated in 1997 when GSA revised its location 
regulations. GSA officials could not explain why the requirement was 
deleted when we asked them in May 2001. 

On the basis of our latest survey of 115 sites, we found that little 
consideration in the site acquisition process was given to the differing costs 
of alternative areas. Besides finding little interest in lower real estate costs 
or in the use of certain local incentives, our survey also found that only 15 
sites were acquired using cost analyses of alternative geographic areas, 
which compared costs of different areas in which a site could ultimately be 
selected. However, no regulation presently calls for such an analysis. 

In 1990, we reported that GSA, as a central management agency, had not 
provided leadership to assist agencies in implementing and complying with 

"GSA is required to prepare project descriptions called prospectuses for space acquisitions 
that are expected to exceed specified dollar thresholds, which can be adjusted annually. In 
fiscal year 2000, for example, a prospectus was required for any lease exceeding an average 
annual rent of $1.93 million. The prospectuses are to be submitted to GSA's Senate and 
House authorizing committees. 
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RDA. We noted that GSA had not assisted agencies in developing 
procedures and guidelines to implement the various location policies. 
Therefore, we recommended in our 1990 report that GSA develop for 
congressional consideration a more consistent governmentwide location 
policy. In our recent survey of agency sites, we found most agencies, 
whether they obtained the sites independently or through GSA, did not use 
RDA or did not know whether it was used in choosing their sites. 

Some Functions Can On the basis of our survey of 115 federal facilities, the report of our 
consultant, and our interviews with high-ranking officials in human Locate in resources and information technology at 13 cabinet agencies, we were able 

Rural Areas to identify several federal functions that could be performed in rural areas. 
These included printing, archiving, accounting and finance, training, 
passport application processing, automatic data processing, research and 
development, storage, and law enforcement. 

Private Sector Functions Our consultant identified 21 functions that the private sector might locate 

That Might Locate in Rural in ~ a l  areas, as shown in table 7. 

Areas 

Table 7: Functions That Might be Located in Rural Areas 

Functions that might be located in rural areas 

Accounting Legal support 

Account representative Logistical support 

AppraisaVmarket research Manufacturing and assembly offices 

ClericaVsecretarial Operations centers 

Data processing Printing and publishing 

Distribution/warehousing Records archiving 

Educationhraining Repairs and servicing 

Enforcement and aualitv control Scientific studies. and research and develo~ment 

Field service operations Technical functions and s u ~ ~ o r t  

Human resources and social services Telemarketing, order processing. and communications 

Information technologies services 

Source: Office Location Considerations of Large U.S. Corporations: U.S. Government Potentials, The 
Dorchester Group, L.L.C., March 31,2001. 
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According to our consultant, these functions lend themselves to being 
performed in rural areas because (1) some of them do not demand the large 
and technical, sophisticated labor pool often found in urban areas; (2) 
some functions may be performed in a location remote from the principal 
office's day-to-day operations; and (3) some support functions can be 
performed by telephone. He also emphasized that rural areas are 
sometimes suitable for functions where security is important, such as 
research and development and law enforcement activities. 

We reviewed the 21 functions to see if they were represented in the federal 
sector and whether any of the federal agencies we contacted identified 
them as being found in rural areas or potential for rural areas. Nine of the 
21 functions met these criteria. They were (1) accounting, (2) distribution 
and warehousing, (3) education and training, (4) enforcement and quality 
control, (5) printing and publishing, (6) records archiving, (7) data 
processing, (8) scientific studies and research and development, and (9) 
telemarketinglteleservicing. 

Table 8 shows the potential benefits and challenges that would result from 
situating the function in a rural area for the nine selected functions. 

Table 8: Benefits and Challenges Associated With Rural Areas for Nine Functions 

Function Benefits Challenges 

Accounting Lower wages and operating costs Data security and quality control 

Data processing Reduced costs of office and labor Needs skills more often found in 
metro~olitan areas 

Distribution and warehousing Savings on labor and real estate Needs good transportation links 

Education and training Fewer distractions and recreation opportunities None identified 

Enforcemenffqualitv control None identified Needs good regional access 

Printing and publishing None identified Needs good transportation links 

Records archiving Lower costs for real estate and wages Limited access to records 

Scientific studieslresearch and Better security; in some cases, access to universities Specialized employees may have to be 
development recruited nationally 

Telemarketing, order processing, Operating cost efficiencies Sufficient and sustainable labor pool 
communications 

Source: Office Location Considerations of Large U.S. Corporations: U.S. Government Potentials. The 
Dorchester Group. L.L.C.. March 31, 2001. 
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Functions Performed by 
Federal Agencies in Rural 
Areas 

Some of the federal functions in our survey were more often located at 
rural sites than at urban ones. These were automated data processing, 
finance and accounting, social services, research and development, and 
storage and inventory. 

Special space needs and low real estate cost were key factors for research 
and development and storage sites. The survey also asked respondents to 
pick 1 or more of 12 named reasons why they had chosen their locations. 
Survey responses regarding research and development and 
storage/inventory facilities that were in rural areas pointed to two factors: 
low real estate costs and unique space needs. For instance, officials 
representing four of the eight research and development sites cited their 
unique space needs as a reason for their sites' selection. Of these sites, 
three were in rural areas. Officials representing five of the eight 
storage/inventory facilities also gave this reason, and four were in rural 
areas. Similarly, all three of the research and development sites for which 
officials cited low real estate costs as a reason for their site choices were 
located in rural areas. All five of the storage and inventory sites for which 
respondents cited low real estate costs as a factor were in rural areas. 

Information from cabinet agency officials showed that functions that had 
been decentralized within the agency were more likely to be found in rural 
areas than were centralized functions. We asked these officials, who 
worked in information technology or human resources, about five 
functions-printing, training, personnel benefits administration, 
procurement, and fmance/payroll-and whether these or other functions 
could be relocated to rural areasz6 Officials from 11 of the 13 cabinet 
agencies said they had decentralized 1 or more of the 5 functions by placing 
it in regional or even local operating units, including those in rural areas. 
For instance, USDA said its training and procurement functions were 
decentralized to local offices, which are "in a mqjority of rural counties." 
The Interior Department said that, except for finance and payroll, the other 
functions were decentralized "to the installation level," and it has hundreds 
of rural installations. Four agencies reported that they had placed training 
in rural areas, and one, the Department of Energy, said it also had 
decentralized the procurement and personnel functions to local offices, 
half of which are in nonurban areas. 

%Experts in government management and personnel management had identified these 
functions as functions that could be conducted in nonurban areas. 
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However, if an administrative function was centralized it was more likely to 
be in an urban area. For instance, of the seven agencies that said they had 
centralized payroll, five said they located that function in cities, including 
New Orleans. The remaining two agencies placed the function in suburbs. 
The five agencies that centralized printing said they were doing it at an 
urban location-Washington, D.C. One agency that centralized its training 
and benefits administration said it had achieved economies of scale that it 
feared would be lost if any part of that centralized operation was relocated 
to a rural area. 

At least six agencies represented in these interviews identified one or more 
problems with rural areas. One official cited difficulty in recruiting 
minority employees because some rural areas tend to lack minorities. Such 
areas, this official said, also may pose sufficient cultural aaustments for 
minorities and minority employees may not wish to relocate to these areas. 
Other officials cited cost concerns. Officials for five agencies, for instance, 
said rural areas can involve personnel-related costs, such as the cost of 
relocating employees or of recruiting and training replacement workers. 
Officials from three agencies also expressed concern over the relatively 
higher cost of travel to rural areas, with one asserting that this made such 
areas poor choices for training sites. Three agencies also raised concerns 
about facility costs, stating that the lack of available office space in rural 
areas would force them to build new facilities and lose agency 
infrastructure investments at current locations. Three agency officials also 
told us that their urban operations were in those areas because of factors 
intrinsic to urban areas, such as the availability of public transportation 
and proximity to the operations of other agencies or private sector 
organizations. 

The full impact of telecommunications advancements in office location 
decisions is still uncertain. A widespread notion is that 
telecommunications advances have made the use of rural areas more 
viable. However, of the 11 cabinet agencies that discussed the benefits and 
drawbacks of rural telecommunications, only 2 agencies said 
telecommunications advances had made rural locations more viable. The 
other nine agencies expressed concern about telecommunications service 
in rural areas, with five saying that sophisticated telecommunications 
services are not always available or can be costly when they are available. 
Three agencies also said telecommunications is of less importance to siting 
decisions than other factors, and one of these expressed concern that rural 
telecommunications networks are inherently less secure than urban ones. 
On a positive note, five agencies saw telecommunications benefiting 
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employees by, for instance, allowing benefits data and training to be 
offered on-line or by allowing employees to work from home or from the 
sites where they are conducting inspections. 

The private sector offered similar views. According to our consultant, 
although telecommunications is an increasingly important factor in 
location decisionmaking, its full impact has not become clear. Advanced 
telecommunications services are touted as leveling the playing field 
between small towns and metropolitan areas; however, broadband (high- 
speed) telecommunications facilitiesz6 are not available in all areas, as 
noted by our cons~l tant .~~ He also emphasized that many small towns and 
rural areas lack the capital and infrastructure to facilitate these broadband 
services. 

C O ~ C ~ U S ~ O ~ S  Since our 1990 report on this issue, federal agencies continue to locate for 
the most part in higher cost, urban areas. Eight of the 13 cabinet agencies 
surveyed had no formal RDA siting policy, and there was little evidence 
that agencies considered RDA's requirements when siting new federal 
facilities. Further, GSA has not developed for congressional consideration 
a cost-conscious, governmentwide location policy, as we recommended in 
1990. 

In our survey, the sites that involved relocated operations still largely 
remained in urban areas, while the sites that involved newly established 
operations were more evenly spread over rural and urban areas. Federal 
agencies' mission requirements, such as the need to be near clients or other 
organizations, apparently have led them to select urban areas. Other 

%e Federal Communications Commission defines services with a transmission speed of at 
least 200 lcilobits per second (kbps) in one direction as "high speed." A broadband 
connection, such as that provided by a cable modem service or by a telephone technology, 
h o w n  as digital subscriber line (DSL), has a greater capacity, giving the user faster data 
transmission rates than a narrowband connection, such as that ~rovided by a conventional 
telephone line. 

27We also reported in February 2001 that the availability of broadband technology was more 
prevalent in large metropolitan areas than in rural areas, on the basis of a survey of lnternet 
users who were age 18 and older. For example, in a metropolitan area with a population of 
at least 2.5 million, more than 32 percent (plus or minus 8 percent) of the survey 
respondents reported having DSL and cable modem capability where they lived; in rural 
areas, the corresponding figure was less than 8 percent (plus or minus 6 percent). 
i%lecommunimtions: Charactenstics and Choices of Internet Users, (GAO-01345, Feb. 16, 
2001). 
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factors that led them to select urban areas are the availability of public 
transportation and particular space needs. A major factor that influences 
private sector site selection for urban areas was the availability and cost of 
skilled labor. Other private sector factors included real estate cost, access 
to transportation, and business incentives. In choosing the geographic area 
for a facility, the private sector more often cites cost considerations and 
incentives offered by states and local areas than did the federal agencies in 
Our survey. 

Several government functions, such as research and development, data 
processing, accounting and finance, and teleservice centers, can be located 
in rural areas. Although it is not clear from the information we collected 
whether any of the federal agencies that located sites in urban areas could 
have located them in rural areas, one matter that is clear is that RDA has 
not had the influence on federal siting practices that the Congress appears 
to have intended when RDA was enacted. Many agencies had no RDA 
policy, as required by the act, and many agency personnel in our survey 
either did not consider RDA or did not know whether the act was used in 
making their site selection decisions. If agencies had RDA policies and 
agency personnel were aware of and considered them, certain constraints 
would still exist that impede efforts to locate in rural areas, such as 
inadequate infrastructure for high-speed telecommunications, limited 
public transportation, and a limited labor force. 

In the future, some of these constraints may be mitigated for a number of 
rural areas, but for the federal govenunent to cost effectively consider rural 
as well as urban areas, we believe the following must occur: 

The government needs to have a cohesive, governmentwide site location 
policy that considers costs to, the government as well as the goal of 
enhancing the socioeconomic status of urban areas and rural areas. We 
do not believe that the public policy objectives of assisting either urban 
or rural areas in a way that will allow agencies to fully and effectively 
achieve their missions preclude agencies from considering other factors 
such as the availability and cost of labor, real estate costs, operational 
costs, and certain local incentives. In fact, a more costconscious 
federal siting policy may even increase agencies' consideration of rural 
areas, since rural areas may have lower overall costs. However, we also 
recognize that in making siting decisions, the agency's ability to achieve 
its mission can be a more important consideration than costs. 
Federal agencies need to have clearly stated and documented policies 
on site location that conform to governmentwide policy, including RDA; 
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and GSA and other agencies need to document their consideration of 
RDA to ensure consistent policy application. As a central management 
agency, GSA could require any agency subject to its authority to do this. 
Federal agencies need one, clear definition of "rural area" for the 
purposes of implementing facility siting under RDA. 

Matters for We suggest that Congress consider (1) enacting legislation to require 

Congressional agencies to consider, along with their missions and program requirements, 
real estate, labor, and other operational costs and applicable local 

Consideration incentives when deciding whether to relocate or establish a new a site in a 
rural area or urban area, and (2) amending RDA to clarify the definition of 
"rural arean for facility siting purposes to facilitate its implementation. 

Recommendations for We recommend that the Administrator of GSA, in GSA's role as the federal 

Executive Action government's central property management agency, revise its guidance on 
federal facility siting to (1) advise customer agencies that they should 
consider, along with their missions and program requirements, real estate, 
labor, and other operational costs and applicable local incentives when 
deciding whether to relocate or establish a new site in a rural or urban 
area; (2) require that each federal agency subject to GSA's authority provide 
a written statement to GSA demonstrating that, in selecting a new facility 
location, the agency, as required by RDA, had given first priority to locating 
in a rural area, and if a rural area was not selected, the agency's justification 
for the decision; and (3) define the term "rural arean to provide its customer 
agencies with a single definition for purposes of federal siting under RDA, 
until the Congress amends RDA to define the term. 

I 

Ag ency Comments and We provided copies of a draft of this report for comment to the heads of 21 

f h r  Evaluation federal agen~ies.~' The agencies included both the agencies in our survey 
and departmental agencies from which we obtained additional site location 
information. We received written comments from 14 of the agencies and 
oral comments from 7 of the agencies. 

%e 21 agencies include the Department of Education and all of the departmental agencies 
and independent agencies listed in appendix 11. 
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Seventeen of the agencies responded that they either had no comments on 
the draft report, agreed with the information in the report, or suggested 
technical changes, which we considered and incorporated within this 
report where appropriate. The remaining four agencies provided more 
extensive comments, which are discussed below. 

The GSA Administrator provided written comments dated July 16,2001, 
which are reprinted in appendix W. The Administrator stated that 
references in our report to GSA as the government's central real property 
management agency were somewhat misleading, since GSA administers 
only about 10 percent of the total federal real property inventory and, 
therefore, GSA has no authority to establish governmentwide policy. 
However, we note that GSA's mission statement identifies it as one of three 
central management agencies in the federal government. According to 
GSA, its inventory includes 40 percent of all federal office space, which is 
occupied by 1 million civilian federal employees, approximately half of the 
total federal civilian workforce. Thus, GSA's policies would affect almost 
half of the federal government's civilian office space, the type of space that 
was included in our survey. 

We agreed with the Administrator's statement in his comments that 
agencies acquiring property independently of GSA are not subject to GSA 
regulations, and we have revised this report accordingly. 

The Administrator also said that our 1990 report, which we referred to in 
our draft report, called for GSA to develop a governmentwide location 
policy, and he added that GSA could not have done so since it lacked the 
authority. Our 1990 report did not call on GSA to develop this policy under 
its authority, but instead recommended that GSA propose a policy to 
Congress as a matter for consideration. The Administrator also said GSA 
had no mechanism for implementing a governmentwide leadership role in 
1990, while that might be possible now through its Office of 
Governmentwide Policy. As previously mentioned, we recommended in 
1990 that GSA develop such a policy for congressional consideration. 

The Administrator also said our draft report implied that GSA selected the 
geographic area for agencies' site acquisitions. We did not intend that 
implication, and we have revised this report to clarify that issue. 

In addition, the Administrator pointed to GSA's efforts to make its customer 
agencies aware of RDA requirements. In our report, we noted GSA's 
regulations require RDA compliance by customer agencies. Nonetheless, 
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RDA was not often used in the site acquisitions we surveyed, and some 
agencies said they were not aware of RDA requirements. 

The Administrator also responded to our recommendation that GSA 
require written statements from each customer agency demonstrating that 
the agency had given first priority to locating in a rural area and, if a rural 
area was not selected, the agency also include a justification for the 
decision to GSA. He agreed to require a written statement from customer 
agencies regarding use of RDA in site acquisitions. However, he did not 
agree to asking for a justification because he said this would put GSA into 
the position of second-guessing the agencies because he believes that the 
agencies have authority to decide where to locate their facilities. While we 
agree with GSA on the latter point, we remain convinced that a justification 
is needed to help document that agencies gave first priority to rural areas 
when they did not choose a rural area We are not recommending that GSA 
be required to evaluate these justifications. 

The Administrator also responded to our recommendation that GSA define 
"rural arean to provide agencies with a single definition for the purpose of 
federal siting under RDA until the Congress amends RDA to define the 
term. He said GSA will develop a definition for use by its customer 
agencies, but it has no authority to establish a definition for all federal 
agencies. We clafied our report to reflect GSA's authority to develop a 
definition only for its customers. GSA did agree, however, to issue a 
bulletin to make other agencies aware of this definition. We believe that 
GSA's definition should be useful to other agencies until Congress amends 
RDA to set forth a statutory definition. 

We also received written comments from the Department of the Interior's 
Acting Assistant Secretary of Policy, Management and Budget dated July 3, 
2001, which are reprinted in appendix VIII. The Acting Assistant Secretary 
responded that the agency generally agreed with the findings and agreed in 
part with the matters for congressional consideration and the 
recommendations for executive action. Our report suggested that 
Congress consider enacting legislation to require agencies to consider 
certain costs along with agency mission when deciding whether to locate a 
site in a rural or urban area He responded that our suggestion should be 
limited to the establishment of new offices because agencies have different 
considerations, for example, relocation costs, when expanding operations 
at an existing location, as compared to establishing a new offlce. We did 
not intend our recommendation to apply to situations in which an agency 
expands an operation at an existing site that does not involve a relocation 
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-- 

or establishment of a new site. We clarified our recommendation in this 
regard. 

The Acting Assistant Secretary also commented that our recommendation 
that GSA require customer agencies to provide a written statement to GSA 
demonstrating that the agency had given first priority to a rural area should 
(1) be required only if the agency does not select a rural area, (2) be limited 
to a minimum dollar threshold that would exempt certain locations from 
the documentation requirement, and (3) exempt operations that are being 
expanded in the same local area Our recommendation, as noted in the 
draft report, states that all site decisions should include a written statement 
to GSA and a justification only should be provided if a rural area was not 
selected. Although we agree that the establishment of a minimum dollar 
threshold may be reasonable conceptually, we note that RDA does not 
include a dollar threshold for application of the act's requirements. We also 
believe that expansions of existing operations should be subject to this 
requirement if they might involve a relocation. 

The two Department of the Treasury components in our survey also 
provided written comments. We received comments from IRS' Director of 
the Office of Real Estate and Facilities Management dated June 26,2001. 
IRS's comments on this report covered four areas: (1) the use of RDA, (2) 
compliance with RDA requirements, (3) agencies' ability to consider costs 
when selecting new sites, and (4) technical considerations. 

With respect to the first point-use of RDA, IRS said that 

the RDA's encouragement of locating in rural areas needs to be balanced 
against other legal requirements that sometimes contradict RDA 
requirements, such as those of CICA, and OMB and congressional 
budget requirements and limitations, and short-term and long-term cost 
considerations; 
a "rural area" should be defined in a way that achieves the intent of the 
RDA and be based on terms other than population alone; and 
if Congress supports a location policy that is economically rather than 
socially based, then Congress should repeal RDA and replace it with 
legislation that would require agencies to meet specific threshold terms 
specified in the legislation. 

We agree that agencies need to consider a variety of legal requirements 
when selecting a new site for their facilities as well as costs. However, the 
statutory requirement imposed by RDA must be given priority. We also 
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believe that if Congress defines 'rural area" for purposes of RDA, it may 
want to consider factors in addition to population. By stating in our report 
that cost factors should be considered in the location process, we are not 
suggesting that Congress enact a location policy based solely on 
economics. Rather we are saying that cost should be one of the factors 
considered in the decisionmaking process. 

With respect to its second point, on compliance, IRS said that agencies 
selecting their own sites without GSA assistance are to be held directly 
accountable for compliance with RDA and, therefore, GSA should not be 
required to evaluate or enforce compliance with the RDA. Additionally, IRS 
said that if an agency is using GSA to acquire a site, a simple statement that 
the agency considered the RDA should be sufficient. We recommended 
that GSA require a written statement only for federal agencies subject to its 
authority. We are not recommending that GSA enforce compliance with 
RDA for agencies that have and use their own authority to acquire space. 
In those cases where GSA acquires space for other agencies, we believe 
that providing GSA with a justification for a site selection that includes the 
reasons for not choosing a rural area under the RDA will help document 
that the agency gave consideration to RDA. 

Regarding IRSs third point, IRS said that, in considering costs, most 
agencies have no means to assess project costs, such as real estate or labor 
costs, across geographic areas. The agency added that market data on rural 
areas are not readily available or readily accessible to compare them with 
alternative geographic areas. We believe that GSA and OPM can provide 
much of the information needed to do cost analyses. Furthermore, private 
sector companies are able to make such analyses and gain access to them. 
Finally, several agencies in our survey said their site selection process 
included cost analyses of alternative geographic areas as well as cost 
analysis of sites within a geographic area 

Regarding IRS1s fourth point, its technical comments, IRS thought we 
should make distinctions between leased occupancies and new federal 
construction because of the greater time commitment for continued 
occupancy in new construction. We do not agree with IRS on this point. 
RDA does not distinguish between leased and owned space, and in our 
view, it is as important to consider costs and other factors regardless of 
whether space is leased or owned, particularly considering that many 
leases are for long time periods. 
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On July 3,2001, we received written comments from the U.S. Customs' 
Director, Office of Planning, which are reprinted in appendix IX. The 
Director responded that Customs concurred with the report's 
recommendation to GSA to revise its guidance on federal facilities and 
stated that information in the report about Customs' facility acquisition 
process and factors used by Customs to select the sites in our survey was 
correct. He also stated that when Customs acquires property under its 
existing statutory authority, it utilizes the same process as GSA; and, 
although not mentioned in our draft. report, Customs applies GSA's basic 
policy to house agencies in existing federally owned and leased space 
before acquiring additional space. The Director of Planning also stated that 
many of Customs' facilities are unique because the operation requires 
proximity to the border, an airport, or a seaport, and difficulties sometimes 
arise in complying with RDA and the pertinent executive orders because 
many of the land border crossings, airports, and seaports are not located in 
the central business area of either a rural area or an urban area. We agree 
and acknowledged in this report that agency mission requirements 
primarily dictated the location of the sites in our survey. 

A s  agreed with your office, unless you publicly announce its contents 
earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report until 21 days after its 
issue date. At that time, we will send copies of this report to the Chairman 
and Ranking Minority Member, Senate Committee on Governmental 
Affairs., the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member, House Committee on 
Government Reform; the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member, Senate 
Committee on Environment and Public Works; the Chairman and Ranking 
Minority Member, House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure; 
the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member, Senate Committee on 
Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry; the Chairman and Ranking Minority 
Member, House Committee on Agriculture; the House and Senate 
Appropriations Committees; Representative Ernest J. Istook; the Director 
of the Office of Management and Budget; and the Administrator of GSA. 
We will also make copies available to others upon request. 
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If you have any questions about this report, please call me on (202) 512- 
8387. Key contributors to this report are acknowledged in appendix X. 

Sincerely yours, 

Bernard L. Ungar 
Director, Physical Infrastructure Issues 
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Appendix I 

Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

Objectives Our objectives were to determine (1) what executive branch civilian non- 
Department of Defense (DOD) functions have recently selected urban 
locations other than Washington, D.C., and the federal cities,' compared to 
rural locations; and what factors, benefits, and problems were associated 
with such site selections; (2) what federal laws and policies govern facility 
location and to what extent have agencies implemented this guidance; (3) 
what lessons can be learned from private sector site selections; and (4) 
what functions lend themselves to being located in rural areas. 

Scope and To address the first objective, we looked at (1) sites selected by the General 

Methodology Services Administration (GSA), the government agency that has authority 
to acquire space on behalf of executive branch agencies and (2) sites 
selected by executive branch agencies using their independent statutory 
authority. We chose to look at sites acquired independently of GSA to 
determine whether agencies, when acting independently, engaged in 
practices that were different from those of agencies that used GSA for their 
acquisitions. We looked at those sites that were acquired from fiscal years 
1998 to 2000. In establishing an appropriate site size to study, we wanted to 
choose sites that were large enough to have some economic impact on the 
community in which they were located, that were sufficient in number to 
provide useful information, and for which sufficient information was 
available. 

Accordingly, we decided to consider only those sites with space of 25,000 
square feet or more.' Regarding manageability, GSA advised us that spaces 
of this size were small enough that they would be found on GSA's inventory 
in all of its 11 regions. Concerning economic impact, GSA advised us that 

'Prior to 1995, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) established in Circular A-105 
the following 10 cities as the standard federal cities for federal regional headquarters: 
Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Kansas City, New York, Philadelphia, San 
Francisco, and Seattle. On June 8,1995, OMB rescinded the Circular stating that the way the 
federal government manages resources, agency efforts to reduce duplicative levels of 
oversight, and the expanded use of technology make a strict regional structure inefficient 
and unnecessary. 

'At sites involving multitenant federal office buildings, we did not aggregate the holdings of 
any one agency. For instance, if an agency such as the Department of Justice had entities, 
such as Drug Enforcement Administration and Immigration and Naturalization Service, that 
each occupied less than 25,000 square feet at that site, the individual entities' holdings were 
not combined. We recognize that each entity within an agency can have a unique mission 
that affects its location decision. 
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spaces of 25,000 square feet or more would tend to be associated with a 
relatively larger number of employees than spaces of less than 25,000 
square feet and would consequently have a greater economic i m p a ~ t . ~  
Finally, in considering the availability of information, we discovered that if 
a space has 25,000 or more square feet, the agency requesting that site can 
officially appeal any GSA revision of the delineated area in which that 
agency wishes to search for a site. As a result, we thought the appeals 
process would make information on such sites more readily a~ailable.~ 

We selected f ~ c a l  years 1998 through 2000 to obtain the most recent 
complete data available. As agreed with your office, we excluded 
Washington, D.C., and the 10 agency regional cities because of your request 
to see site acquisitions made outside of those cities. 

We focused exclusively on new sites, rather than locations where leases 
had been renewed. In addition, we excluded spaces acquired by the 
judicial and legislative branches of the federal government because these 
branches are not subject to the Rural Development Act (RDA), which is 
applicable to executive departments and agencies. We also excluded sites 
acquired by DOD because DOD informed us that it has so much vacant 
space available at its bases nationally that it has no choice but to consider 
its existing vacant space when locating new or existing operations. We 
excluded the sites acquired by the United States Postal Service (USPS) 
because USPS advised us that it had little or no discretion in deciding 
where to locate most of its facilities, in that they needed to be in specific 
locations to serve customers or near airports. In addition, the Postal 
Reorganization Act of 1970 exempts USPS from federal laws relating to 
contracts and property. Further, USPS has authority to acquire space 
independently of GSA. 

'By using a threshold of 25,000 square feet, we started with 166 sites that were acquired by 
federal agencies with the assistance of GSA in fiscal years 1998 through 2000. If we had 
used a threshold of 10,000 square feet, we would have initially considered 430 sites. The 
inclusion of sites under a smaller threshold size may have led to more rural sites being 
included in our survey, but the acquisitions of smaller sites probably would have been less 
important for considerations of economic impact. 

4 0 ~ r  results are not generalized to sites with space of less than 25,000 square feet. The type 
of functions and reasons for locating in rural areas might be different if we had included 
sites of less than 25,000 square feet. 
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Identlfylng Sites Recently GSA provided us with a list of 166 sites it had recently acquired for 

Acquired Through GSA and agencies. After excluding sites on the basis of the previou~ly discussed 

Independently of GSA criteria, the total number of GSA-acquired qualifying sites was reduced to 
81, representing 29 agencies. We did not independently verify the 
completeness or accuracy of the site data provided by GSA. 

GSA also provided us with a list of 52 agencies, including cabinet 
departments and their components, that have some level of statutory 
authority to acquire space independently of GSA. After excluding agencies 
from the list on the basis of the previously discussed criteria, we reduced 
the total number of agencies to 33. We subsequently contacted the 33 
agencies, asking each whether it had, independently of GSA, used its 
statutory authority to acquire, during fiscal years 1998 through 2000, sites 
that met our criteria5 All 33 agencies responded, and 12 agencies identified 
37 sites6 meeting these criteria Of the 12 agencies, 5 were not among the 
29 agencies represented by the 81 sites GSA helped agencies to acquire. 
Therefore, our total univelse was 118 sites (81+37) represented by 34 
agencies (29+5). Using a 28question, mail-out survey form, we surveyed 
agency officials at the 118 sites. As of May 3,2001, we had received 
responses for 115 of the 118 sites, for a response rate of 97.5 percent. 

The practical difficulties of conducting any survey may introduce errors, 
commonly referred to as nonsampling errors. For example, differences in 
how a particular question is interpreted by the survey respondents could 
introduce unwanted variability in the survey's results. We took steps in the 
development of the questionnaire, the data collection, and the data editing 
and analysis to minimize nonsampling errors. These steps included 
pretesting the questionnaire with officials of the Department of Veterans 
Affairs and the National Institutes of Health, prompting potential 
respondents in order to increase our survey's response rate, and editing the 
questionnaires for completeness and accuracy. 

'See appendix V for a list of agencies that have independent site authority. 

'GSA does not track sites acquired by agencies independently of GSA. We therefore relied 
upon officials at each agency that acquired sites using their independent authority to report 
that all sites meeting our criteria have been included. We did not independently verify the 
completeness or accuracy of the site data provided by agencies with independent authority 
to acquire space. 

%ee survey form in appendix VI. 
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Identifymg Sites 
Areas-Defining 

in Rural To determine whether any of the sites were in rural areas, we reviewed 
"Rural" RDA to obtain a definition for rural. However, RDA's definition for rural 

was unclear, and we found application of it would be impractical. For the 
purpose of locating federal facilities, RDA states that rural areas shall be 
defined as those areas identified by the private business enterprise 
exception in 7 U.S.C. Q 1926(a)(7). Prior to 1996, the private business 
enterprise exception in 7 U.S.C. Q 1926(a)(7) defined rural areas as 
including all territory of a state that is not within the outer boundary of any 
city having a population of 50,000 or more and its immediately adjacent 
urbanized and urbanizing areas with a population density of more than 100 
persons per square mile, as determined by the Secretary of Agriculture, 
according to the latest decennial census of the United States. In 1996, 
7 U.S.C. Q 1926(a)(7) was amended and no longer includes the private 
business enterprise exception. Therefore, the appropriate definition of 
rural area under RDA is unclear. Furthermore, we identified two problems 
with the pre-1996 definition. First, determining the population density for 
communities adjacent to these federal sites was not feasible within the 
scope of this job. Second, the term "outer boundary" in this definition lacks 
specificity. 

The current definition of rural in 7 U.S.C. Q 1926(a)(7) is for purposes of 
water and waste disposal grants and loans and defines rural as a city, town, 
or unincorporated area that has a population of no more than 10,000 
inhabitants. We are not certain that this is the appropriate definition since 
it refers to water and sewer grants and not the private business enterprise 
exception. The prior threshold, which was eliminated in 1996, used a 
population threshold of 50,000 and included a population density 
requirement. Population density data were not readily available; therefore, 
it was not feasible for us to use this definition.' 

For this survey, we chose a threshold of 25,000 or less because it was used 
to define rural areas by several other federal agencies and private sector 
organizations that we identified. When we applied this population 

m e  information on population density for areas outside of cities was not readily available 
and is subject to change, pending the results of the 2000 census. Additionally, when the US.  
Department of Agriculture needs to determine whether a city that has applied for a grant is 
rural or not, and may have a population of close to 50,000, it has experts who survey the 
population density of the city's surrounding area to determine whether the density meets 
the criteria for rural area We did not use 50,000 as a population threshold because many of 
the definitions of rural used by other federal agencies and private sector organizations we 
identified used thresholds of 25,000 or less. 
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threshold of 25,000 to the sites on the list of 81 GSA-acquired federal sites, 
we determined that 23 were located in rural communities; and of the 37 
sites that agencies acquired independently of GSA, 9 were located in rural 
communities. Thus, our survey included a total of 32 rural sitesg We note 
that 26 of the "ruralw sites in our survey that fall within the 25,000 
population threshold were actually located in metropolitan statistical areas 
in which large cities are located. 

Determining Laws, To address the second objective, which concerned federal laws and 

Regulations, and Policy That policies that affect the selection of sites, we reviewed federal laws, 

Affect Site Selections executive orders, and policies that relate to the location of federal facilities. 
We also conducted interviews with officials of GSA's Office of 
Governmentwide Policy, the chief realty officers of 13 of the 14 cabinet 
agencies, lo and an Office of Personnel Management official on federal 
employee compensation and relocation benefits. Furthermore, we asked 
survey respondents to identify whether they had applied the relevant laws 
and policies when making a site acquisition. We also examined GSA lease 
files created between 1989 and 2000 in three GSA regions-the Rocky 
Mountain Region in Denver, CO; the Greater Southwest Region in Ft. 
Worth, TX; and the Mid-Atlantic Region in Philadelphia, PA-where we 
were already conducting an examination of GSA files for another 
assignment. We examined the files for documentation regarding 
application of RDA. However, we did not attempt to verify whether GSA or 
other agencies were in compliance with RDA. 

Private Sector Lessons for To address our third objective, we contracted with a private sector 

the Public Sector consultant" to (1) perform a literature search, interview experts in 
corporate real estate consulting, and survey corporations that had made 
recent site selection decisions; (2) determine the factors and criteria the 
private sector uses to select urban, suburban, or rural office locations; (3) 

'See appendix 111 for a listing of the 32 rural sites. 

"'As previously mentioned, DOD was not included in our review because DOD informed us 
that because of the amount of vacant space at its bases, it generally considers its existing 
vacant space when locating new operations. 

"John D. Dorchester, Jr., of The Dorchester Group, L.L.C. His report was entitled Office 
Location Considemtions of Large Co~porations: U S  Govement Potentials, March 31, 
2001. 
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identify types of office functions (such as claims processing) that lend 
themselves to being performed in more rural areas; (4) identify, to the 
extent possible, similar federal functions; and (5) identify and explain how 
technological advances in the last decade have reduced the disadvantages 
previously associated with rural areas and what impact U.S. economic 
changes have had on facility location decisions. 

Our consultant reviewed relevant professional literature, surveyed a 
judgmental sample of private sector f m s ,  and analyzed selected economic 
data for indicators of private sector location practices. Our consultant's 
results are not statistically representative of private sector locations 
practices because of the following factors: (1) a judgmental sample rather 
than a random sample was used, (2) 17 percent of those surveyed 
responded, and (3) no evidence was provided that those who responded 
were distributed proportionately across industry-type and geographic 
region to the proportions corresponding to these factors in the population 
of the 1,000 largest U.S. companies. Our consultant also did not empirically 
determine whether the same factors that influence private sector location 
decisions are applicable to location decisions of federal facilities. 

Information obtained from our consultant was still very useful for our 
review because the information included data from both survey 
respondents and an extensive literature search on factors involved in 
corporate location decisions. Also, although our consultant's study 
included various types of companies, the study's focus was on the location 
of offices of those companies. Offices in the consultant's survey performed 
such functions as  professional services, management, computing, 
secretarial, clerical, and administrative, functions that are similar to 
government functions. 

Idenhfymg Functions 
May Relocate 

mat To accomplish the fourth objective, which concerned the potential of 
certain federal functions to relocate to rural areas, we used the agency 
survey described above and interviewed officials at 13 of the 14 cabinet 
agencies about the location of functions-such as printing, personnel 
benefits administration, and procurement-that are often conducted on an 
agencywide basis. Experts in government management and personnel 
management had identified such functions as those that could be 
conducted in nonurban areas. At these agencies, we contacted the chief 
technology and human resources officials to inquire whether each of these 
agencywide functions was being conducted in an urban or a nonurban area 
and why. These officials were also asked to report the impact of 
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telecommunications technology on the location of these agency functions 
and whether technology had made rural areas more viable as site locations. 
We also reviewed several of our reports, which provided background 
information on all four of our  objective^.'^ 

We did our review between August 2000 and May 2001 in Washington, D.C., 
and in the cities of Philadelphia, PA; Denver, CO; and Fort Worth, TX, cities 
where we were already conducting an ex-tion of GSA files for another 
assignment. Our review was conducted in accordance with generally 
accepted government auditing standards. 

12f ic i l i t i~  Location Policy GSA Should hopose a More Combtent and Bushesslike 
Approah (GAOIGGD-9CL109, Sept. 28,1990); Feded Statutes and hkecutive Oniers 
Applicable to tobfic BuilaihgsSem'ce'sLeasinghogmn (GAOIGGD-0CL27R, Oct 18,1999); 
and Faci/ity Refmation: NRC Based Its Deckion to Move Its Weal ikunirg Center on 
Perceived Benefits-Not Cost3 (GAOIGGD-Ol-54, Oct. 19,2000). 
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List of Surveyed Federal Agencies That 
Recently Selected Site Locations 

Agencies that recently selected site locations 

Department of Agriculture: 

Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service 

Natural Resources Conservation Service 

Forest Service 

Department of Commerce 

Bureau of the Census 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

Department of Energy 
Department of Health and Human Services 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

National Institutes of Health 

Aaencv for Health Care Research and Qualitv 

Department of Housing and Urban Development 

Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 

Bureau of Reclamation 

Department of Justice 

U. S. Attorney 

Bureau of Prisons 

Drug Enforcement Administration 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 

U.S. Marshals Service 

Department of Labor 

Department of State 

Department of Transportation 

U. S. Coast Guard 

Federal Aviation Administration 

Department of the Treasury 

U.S. Customs Service 

Internal Revenue Service 

Department of Veterans Affairs 
Environmental Protection Aaencv - .  
Eaual EmDlovment O~~or tun i tv  Commission 

Federal Emergency Management Agency 
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Becently Selected Site Locations 

Agencies that recently selected site locations 

General Services Administration 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Smithsonian Institution' 
Social Security Administration 

'The Smithsonian Institution is an independent trust instrumentality of the United States. 

Source: Survey data. 
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Location of the 32 Rural Sites (Areas With 
Populations of 25,000 or Less) in Our Survey 

Cityt'town State Name of MSA' 

Becklev WV (Not in MSA) 

Cape Canaveral FL Melbourne-Titusville-Palm Bay 

Capitol Heights MD Washington, D.C. 

Chamblee G A Atlanta 

Clarksburg WV (Not in MSA) 

Clarksville IN Louisville 

DecatuP G A Atlanta 

Eagle Pass TX (Not in MSA) 

Fairfax VA Washington, D.C. 

-1. Meade (Odenton) MD Baltimore 

jreenbelt MD Washington, D.C. 

ierndon VA Washington, D.C. 

leffersonvilleC IN Louisville 

(ev West FL (Not in MSA) 

.anham MD Washington. D.C. 

hartinsburg WV Washington, D.C. 
hineola NY Naussau-Suffolk 
dewtown Square PA Philadelphia 

lorcross G A Atlanta 

)pa-Locka FL Miami 

Ixford MSI (Not in MSA) 
'eachtree City G A Atlanta 

bmona NJ Atlantic-Caoe Mav 
- - -  - - - - -  ~ - 

lew Port Richev FL Tampa-St. Petersbura 

Iuantico VA Washington, D.C. 

ipringfield VA Washington, DC. 

Villiamsburg KY (Not in MSA) 

Villiston VT Burlington 

Vilmington MA Boston 

otal locations-42 

Note: Twenty six of the 32 rural sites (located in areas with populations of 25,000 or less) were actually 
located in metropolitan statistical areas (MSA), in which large cities are located. 

"MSA is an area having 1 or more counties containing a city of 50,000 or more or a Census Bureau 
defined urbanized area and a total population of at least 100,000 (or 75,000 in New England). 
"Two sites were located in Decatur, GA. 
Three sites were located in Jeffersonville, IN. 
Source: Survey data and the Bureau of the Census. 
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Location Factors Considered by Private 
Sector Organizations 

Categories of overall factors and factors within the categories 

Overall category of factors Factors within overall categories 

Workforce issues Availability: skilled and unskilled labor 

Costs 

Workerltechnical training 

Productivity 

Retention considerations 

Recruitment possibilities 

Quality of life 

Transportation and utilities Transportation 

Highway accessibility 

Proximity to a major airport 

Water and Dort accessibilitv 

Energy availability and cost 

Electricitv availabilitv and cost 

Water availabilitv 

Adeauacv of sewaae facilities 

Technolow Infrastructure for business 

lnfrastructure for residential use 

State and local incentives Tax abatements 

Educational incentives 

Others 
Business climate Res~onsiveness 

Permitting 

Attitudes toward arowth and business 

Environmental considerations 

Tax policv 

Costs Operations 

Occupancy 

Construction 
Land 

Room for expansion 

Proximity to markets/suppliers/raw materials/competitors 

Consistency with corporate Image 

Source: Office Location Considerations of Lage U.S. Corporations: US. Government Potentials. The 
Dorchester Group, L.L.C., March 31,2001. 
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Federal Executive Branch Agencies With 
Some Level of Independent Authority to 
Acquire Real Property, Calendar Year 2000 

A s  table 9 shows, some agencies have been provided independent statutory 
authority to acquire real estate, and some agencies have broad authority. 
For example, the Tennessee Valley Authority is authorized to purchase or 
lease real estate property that it deems necessary or convenient in 
transacting its business;' and the Securities and Exchange Commission is 
authorized to enter into real property leases for office, meeting, storage, 
and other space as is necessary to carry out its functions2 Other agencies' 
statutory authority to acquire space is for more limited purposes. For 
example, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to lease buildings and 
associated property for use as part of the National Park S y ~ t e m , ~  while the 
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to lease space for the storage of 
unclaimed or other imported merchandise that the government is required 
to store.4 

Table 9: Executive Branch Agencies With Some Level of Independent Authority to 
Acquire Real Property 

Executive branch agencies with some level of authority to acquire real property 

A~encv for International Development 

American Battle Monuments Commission 

Appalachian Regional Commission 

Bonneville Power Administration 

Central Intelligence Agency 

Department of A~riculture 

Department of Defense 

Department of Education 

Department of Energy 

Department of Health and Human Services 

Department of Housing and Urban Development 

Department of the Interior 

'16 U.S.C. 9 831c. 

'15 U.S.C. 9 78d. 

316 U.S.C. la-2. 

419 U.S.C. 9 1560. 
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Appendix V 
Federal Executive Branch Agencies With 
Some Level of Independent Authority to 
Acquire Beal Property, Calendar Year 2000 

Executive branch aaencies with some level of authority to acquire real propem 

Department of Justice 

Department of Labor 

Department of State 
Demrtment of Transportation 

Department of the Treasurv 

Department of Veterans Affairs 

Environmental Protection Agency 

Federal Emergency Management Agency 
General Services Administration 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

National Archives and Records Administration 

National Science Foundation 

National Transportation Safetv Board 

Panama Canal Commission 

Pennsvlvania Avenue Development Corporation 
Securities and Exchange Commission 

Smithsonian Institutiona 

Tennessee Valley Authority 

Broadcasting Board of Governors 

U.S. Parole Commission 

U.S. Postal Service 

US. Sentencing Commission 

U.S. Trade Representative 
The  Smithsonian Institution is an independent trust instrumentality of the United States. 

Source: GSA. 
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Appendix VI 

Survey of Federal Facilities' Locations 

A United Statec G-1 Accountinn Office - 

& G A 0. Survey of Federal Facilities Location 
p 

Responding to a rqutst  from the Congress, the General Accounting Office is conducting a survey of several 
recenlly opened federal facilities, including that which is identified below. Please forward this questionnak to 
the highest ranking official of your agency who was involved in the acquisition of this site. 

In our repon we plan to list the agencies responding to this survey but we will not associate specific survey 
responses to any individual. Also, there is congressional interest for GAO to do additional work relating to 
location decisions and whether costs are considered in those decisions. Therefore, we may need to contact you 
for additional information at a later t i m .  

Please return completed s w e y  fonm to GAO via fax (202-512-7477), no later than February 28,2001. If you 
have questions, please contact Gary Lawson (202-512-3649), Lucy Hall (202-512-4425) or Edward Warner 
(232-512-6975). Thank you for pmviding this assistance. 

The address of the site we are asking abwt in this questionnaire is: 

Location infamation here 

In the event we neul lo clarify a response. please provide the following infamation: 

Namc of p e ~ n  compluing survey: 

Title: 

Telephone numbs: ( 

E-mail address: 

1. Is the above location addresr cmva? 0 Ycs 0 No + If no, please makc corrections to the address. 

2. Is this site in a city. a subtub. or in a rural PM (an area uOda 10,000 population)? (Check one.) 

I. 0 City 
2.0 Suburb 
3 . 0  Rural area 
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S w e y  of Federal Facilities' Locations 

Please enter the taal number of employees that work at this site. (Includefull-rime, ~UH-time. Md 
conrrocr employees.) 

What is the main at this site and h numb= of employees who m employed-? 
(Pleare review rhe entire lisr and &&&. Enter the lotd number of e m p l o ~ e s  wrkin8 &that function onlv.) 

I Fuwtions ) Number of I Functions I Number of 
l unployees I l employees 

1 . 0  Automated data pocssing &I 1 ( 13.0 l'emmnel maolgemcnt and pmrssing i 

4 . 0  Equipm-nt maia1~llll~0 1 16 .0  RismlDamtim 
5 . 0  Finance and accounting 1 17 .3  Resurrch and developmut 

monltmng I 
8 0 Loans. ganta. and benetit 20.0 Telephone-based customa service I 

sdminisUationlapplicatim and c l a m  (Tkvicing)  
pmruring 

I 
- 
9 . 0  l a w  enforcuncnt. reclnty, hrds 21.0 Training and education 

wtrd ! 
1 0 . 0  Mail pausing 22.0 Mrniniiiiratioo/program management 1 

nQL l i d  elsewhue -L 
1 1 . 0  W. natural r g q t ~ c c s ,  environment 23.0 G c n d  bupport services listed 

mmgcmmt elsewhere - P l e .  dcsuibe 1 

W a s  this opaation rdocattd from andha silz is k a new opwtion a is it an apansidadditian lo an 
existing facil~ty at the s a m  site? (Checkone.) 

I .  0 Relocad + Continue with question 6. 

2 . 0  New + Skip to question 10. 
3. 0 Expndoddition to cxistiog site + Skip to question 10. 

If this is a relocated quat ion,  pleuc provide the cmnplde address, including zip code. of the formcr addrers. 

Zip code 

Approximately how f a  ir the new location Born tbc previous location? (Enter uppmrLMle number of miles.) 

miles 

2 
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8. Was the f- location in a city, a suburb. a in a rural a m  (an area uodsr 10.000 population)? (Check ow. )  

1.0 City 
2. 0 Suburb 
3. 0 Rural area 

9. If this is a relocated opa r t im  why did it relocate? 

10. F a  which of the following ruaonr did tbe agemy choose the delineated far the facility site? 
Ikltumcd ama nrsorrr lh g w g n ~ h k  bovndarlcs WW which splrce will be conrYend& s@@ 
an a p w .  (Check dl k t  a&. Please coordinate with others i n w i d  in the decision, ifwcessary. to 
m e r  this question) 

1. 0 Agmcy mission quhmwots  (e.g., scrvias a d  to be close to custmners, close to n a W  resources. ctc.) 
2 . 0  Ernpbyeambeldntar~&ataMbersite 
3.0 Location needs to k near public transponalion (e.g., mass transit such a8 subways. busses, ctc.) 
4. 0 Transponatim efficiencies (e.g.. pmximity to mtastate highways. airports. rail lines,etc.) 
5. 0 Recruitment andlor raentiw issues (e.g.. "quality oflif%" available applicant p o d  local economic conditions) 
6. 0 Political considerations 
7. 0 Use existing agemy infrastructure investment 
8. 0 Personnel cat coosiderations (e.g.. relocation costs) 
9. 0 Lower labor costs 
10. 0 Lower real atate costs 
11, 0 Pnniculw space needs (size or specialized nature of facility) 
12. 0 Needed sufficient competition for real atate contract 
13. 0 Other reason - Specify: 
14.0 Other reason - Specify: 

1 I. Fran the above list. please i n d i t e  the primary reason f a  choosing the delineated a m  sod explain why. 

Enter =on wnbrrfmm question 10abow and explain why in tlm space below. 

12. Which one of the following chose tbe ficility site within the delimited area? (Check o w . )  

1. 0 GSA 
2. 0 Your agency f m n  alist of site optims submitted by GSA 
3. 0 Your agency 
4. 0 Other - Specify: 
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13. Please explain why thc party ycu iadiud in thc previous question wan the cne to cbmsc this site? 

14. Wfy and hiefly explain up to tbroc chid- (if my) of this site in ardcr of imponanoc: 

IS. Identify and &fly explain up to three chief & (if any) dthii site in order of impacancc: 
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16. Were the following laws. executive orders. or ahex cribin applied in the selectim of this site? 
(Check all boxes thnf apply Jor each cf r k  laws, orders, or crireria lirred below. J 

a. Rwal Dcvdopmcnt Act 

1. 0 Yes + If yes, who ultLnatcly assumed lesponsibility for canpliance with this act? 

2 .0  No 1. OGSA 2 . 0  Your agency 3 . 0  Don't h o w  
3 .0  Don't know 

b. Executive Order 12072 (central businas districts) 

1. 0 Yes + If yes, who ultimalcly a s s d  rnpsibi l i ty  for canpliance with this order? 
2 . 0  No 1. OGSA 2 .0  Your agency 3 . 0  Don't know 
3 . 0  Don'tknow 

. .. - - . . . .....- ~ -.--.-. .. ~ ~ . ~ ~ . ~  

c. Executive Order 13CM (historic districtskim) 

1. 0 Yes + If p. who ultimately assumed responsibility for canpliana with this order? 

2 . 0  No 1.OaSA 2. 0 Your agency 3 . 0  Don't know 
3 . 3  Don't know 

~ ~~-~~ ~ . ~. ~ 

d. Other executive ordm - Plasc  cite: 

1 . 0  Yes + If yes,  who ultimately assumed msponsibility for canpliance with this order? 
2 .0  No 1 .0  OSA Z OYouragmcy 3 . 0  h ' t  know 

3 . 0  Don'rlrnow 

e. Competitbn in Contrdmg A d  (CICA) 

1.0 Yes + If yes, who ultimately assumed mpoasibility forcanpliance with chis act? 

2 . 0  No 1.0 GSA 2 .0  Your agency 3 . 0  Don't h o w  

3. Cl Don't know 
. .  ~~~ ~ . - . ~  ~ ~ 

f. A g t l r y ~ p d k  poky - Please cite: 

1 . 0  Yes 
2 . 0  No 
3 . 0  Don't know 

. ~ - - .. . -- - . .. ..-. . --. - 
g. Otbcr - Please cite: 

I. 9 Yes + If yes. who ultimately assumed responsibility for canplianoe with this act? 
2. iY No 1.0 GSA 2 . 0  Your agency 3 . 0  Don't know 
3. 0 Don't know 
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17. Does ywr agency hnve a policy on the Rural Development Act, and if so, is il a written policy? 

1.0 Yes. it is written. + Please send us a copy of policy. 

2.0 Yes. but it is not written. + Please provide name and phone number of penon who can discuss this policy. 

Nanr: Phonc: ( )--- 

3. J No 

4. 3 Don't know 

18. Were rural areas omsidered f a  rhis s is?  ( C k c k  one.) 

19. If a rural a m  f a  this s i t  was considad a was wl acccptcd upon conoidaatioa what wss (wae) the nason(s)? 
(Check allthat qply. Please mordinote uith ollren involved in the &cision ifnecessary, to answer thu question) 

I .  0 Agcacy mission rcquirrments (e.g., savices ~ e e d  to be close to c u s l ~ ~ l s .  close to aarural resources, &.) 
2 . 0  Ehpb~m~bebcarcdotnr~cvorlrcrsatamtbasitc 
3. 0 Locnion d s  to be near public transpatstion (e.g.. mass (ransit such as subways. busm, ac.) 
4. 0 Transpo~latim efficimcics (e.g.. proximity to interstate highways, airports. rail lines, etc.) 
5.0 Recruitment andlor mcntion issues (e.g., "quality o f l i f ~ "  available applicant pool l a a l  economic conditions) 
6 . 0  Political considerations 
7. 0 Use existing agency infrasvuctm investment 
8 . 0  Cmts to relacart p d  
9 . 0  Caru to relmate or rcplnce equipmmt, timilure, letteakad. files, ac. 

1 0 . 0  L a b  costs 
1 1 . 0  Real ala te  costs 
1 2 . 0  PPrticular space need6 (size a specialized nature of facility) 
1 3 . 0  Needed sufficient competition for real estate conuact 
1 4 . 0  Other reason - Spcify: 
1 5 . 0  Olhcrrcaron - Specify: 

20. Fmm the above list. please indicate the primry reason f a  n a  considering a accepting a rural area far 
this si&e and uplain why. 

Enter remon numberfrom question 19 above and explain why in the space below. 
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S n r v e y  o f  F e d e r a l  Facilities' L o c a t i o n s  

Neat are a few questions pataining speeifxally to cost elements and how these rmy bave entered in your decision on 
w k e  to locate. 

21. Did your agemy peafmn a cost analysis of any altclnative & with mpcct to whcn to locate this facility? 
(Check one.) 

1 . 0  Yes 

2 . 0  No 

22. Did your agexy p e r f m a  ca t  analysis of any altanative with respect to where to locate this facility? 
(Check one.) 

1 . 0  Yes -) Cobs v&h gruation 23, 

2 . 0  No 4 Skip lo qu&n 25. 

23. Which cost elements did your agency consider in its analysis of alcanstive -7 (Pllcars be spaelfir.) 

24, Is documentation of this cost analysis available? (Chcckonc.) 

1 . 0  Yta 

2 . 0  No 

3 .0  Don't know 

25. If your agency did MI pc-fam a cost analysis of alternative m. please cite the nrson(s) for n a  doing MI 
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26. How impartan would you my that coel was in your agency's decision cm the in which to locale Lhir facility? 
(Check one.) 

1.0 Very im-r 
2 . 0  Somewhat imp- 
3 . 0  Of little importance 
4 . 0  Not important 

Please explain your nsponrrc. 

27. What factm. if my, wac mac important than cosl in youragcncy's dcciaion on selecting m in which 
to locale this facility? (Check one.) 

1.0 No! applicable, cost was the most impatant factor 

2 . 0  Other facton wcn more important thpn cost + Please cntcr tk heficcar(s)and briefly explain why 
Lhey were more important rhan cost. 

28. O h  than the lease daumml itself. ia h e  documntstioa u to the reason f a  tbe sslcction ofthi. 
paniculu facility? (Check one.) 

1. 0 Yes. 
2. 0 No. 
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Survey of Federal Facilities' Locations 

29. If you have any commcnrs a would Wre to fur& uplain any of your previous answers please use lhe space below. 

'Thin ewehdes our survey. Thank you very much for your help." 

9 
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Appendix VII 

Comments From the General Services 
Administration 

Ju ly  16, 2001 

Mr. Bernard L. Ungar 
Director, Government Business Operations Issues 
General Government Division 
General Accounting Ofice 
Washington. DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Ungar: 

In the Draft Report FacilitiesLocation. the General Accounting Office (GAO) noted that 
Federal agencies chose urban areas for the majority (72 percent) of the 115 recently 
acquired sites. The selections were based primarily on the need to be near agency 
clients and publidprivate facilities. Agencies that selected rural sites did so primarily 
due to a need to be close to existing support facilities and because of lower rent costs. 
Relocating agencies tended to relocate within the same area. The Report 
recommended that the General Services Administration (GSA) revise its guidance on 
Federal facility siting to (1) advise agencies that they should consider - along with their 
missions and program requirements - real estate. labor and other operational costs, and 
applicable local incentives: these considerations should be examined when deciding 
whether to locate a site in a rural or urban area; (2) require that Federal agencies 
acquiring space through GSA provide a written statement demonstrating that they gave 
priority to rural areas; and (3) define the term rural area. 

GSA has a number of comments with regard to the findings and recommendations in 
the Report. However, before we provide those comments, we believe that GSA's past 
role and potential role in issuing Governmentwide location policy should be clearly 
understood. There are a number of references in the report along the lines of 'GSA as 
the central management agency, should revise its guidelines, issue governmentwiie 
location policy, etc.' These references are somewhat misleading, in that GSA is 
responsible for managing and issuing real property acquisition policy for only about 10 
percent of the total Federal real property inventory. That means that GSA has no 
authoilty whatsoever to issue location or real property acquisition policy for actions 
covering the remaining nearly 90 percent of the space occupied by Federal agencies. 
We point this out simply to make it clear that no single agency in the Executive Branch. 
certainly not GSA, has the statutory authority or authority by Executive Order to 
establish Governmentwide location policy. The responsibility to develop policy covering 
the 90 percent of the inventory not under GSA's real property acquisition authority 
resides with the individual agencies, not with GSA. 
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AdmMstxation 

With that said, we turn to comments on other aspects of the report. First. there are 
some inaccuracies: 

p. 9 - 'GSA is the central management agency for aquiring real estate for federal 
agencies." While GSA is the central agency for aquiring general-purpose types of 
space, the other agencies acquire the vast majority of special-purpose space. As noted 
earlier, GSA has acquired 10 percent, other agencies 90 percent of the total. 

p. 9 - 'If an agency acquires property independently . . . . not be subject to GSA 
regs." That is not correct. If an agency acquires space using its own authority, it U 
subject to GSA regulations. 

p. 9 - Referring to a 1990 GAO Report, the Report stated that GSA should develop a 
Governmentwide location policy; GSA could not have done so, because we did not 
have the authority to do so. 

p. 15 - The Report says. ' ... regardless of whether the site decisions made by GSA, or 
made independently of GSA." This implies that GSA had some role in selecting the 
geographic area for those site acquisitions. We did not. By regulation, that is entirely 
the agency's responsibility. 

p. 37 - In 1990, GAO wanted GSA to take a Governmentwide leadership role. While 
that might be possible now through the Office of Govemmentwide Policy, there was no 
established mechanism or reason in 1990 to do so. 

With the above clarifications and corrections, we can turn to the issue of how GSA has. 
in fact. established guidelines for the agencies that come to GSA for space to follow in 
applying the Rural Development Act (RDA): 

Spec~fically, the GS A Customer Guide to Real Pro~etQ enumerates the following 
instructions for GSA client agencies when decdlng the location of facilities: 

"Do I need to glve certain locations priority i n  requests for new spacey 

Yes. 

0 The Rural Development Act requires that if the agency mission requirements 
do not specify location in a specific geographic area. first priority must be 
given to locating new offices and other facilities in rural areas. 
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Administration 

As required by Executive Order 12072. whenever an agency's mission and 
program require locating in urban areas, we must first consider central 
business areas (CBA's). We venfy the boundaries of the CBA's with local 
officials and keep Federal, State. and local officials informed about our 
proposed acquisition of urban space. 

Executive Order 13006 requires that within CBA's, first consideration be given 
to acquiring space in historic properties within the established geographic 
delineated area." 

Further. Section 102-79.60 in 41 CFR. as published in the Federal Register on 
Thursday, January 18,2001, states that" Executive agencies must give first priority to 
the location of new offices and other facilities in rural areas (7 U.S.C. 2204b-l), unless 
their mission or program requirements call for locations in an urban area." 

In response to the recommendations of the Report: 

(1) GSA will again advise agencies under our authority to consider all relevant issues 
associated with the decision to obtain space in a particular location. GSA will 
emphasize the importance of cost issues. and will also indicate that other factors 
such as the demographics of the workforce, availability of existing facilities, and the 
population that the agency must serve are significant. However. GSA, as does the 
private sector, must wnsider mission to be preeminent. GSA will also issue a 
Bulletin to agencies using their own authority, after consulting with them, to say that 
they must consider the RDA. While GSA will require a written statement regarding 
RDA from its customer agencies, we do not agree to asking for a justification. That 
puts us into the position of secondguessing the agencies, and we firmly believe that 
the choice of the geographic area is a choice that the agencies have authority to 
decide; this choice does not reside with GSA. We will accept their certiicatlon that 
they have complied. Without this certification. we will not take action to fulfill the 
space requ~rement. 

(2) With regards to the definition of "rural area." GSA has no authority to determine or 
require the use of such a definition by all Federal agencies. For real property 
procurement actions undertaken by GSA, we will develop a definition that weand 
our customer agencies can use. GSA will issue a Bulletin to make other agencies 
aware of this definition. 

- 
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Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the Drafl Report. Should you have any 
questions about GSA's response, please contact David L. Bibb. Deputy Associate 
Administrator. Office of Governmentwide Policy. Office of Real Property at 
(202) 501-0856. 

Administrator 
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Comments From the Department of the 
Interior 

United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Wauhinglon. U C. 20240 

JUL 0 3 2001 

Mr. Bernard L. Ungar 
Director, Physical lnfrastmcture Issues 
U.S. General Accounting Ofice 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Ungar: 

Thank you for providing the Depanment of the Interior with the opponunity to review and 
provide comments on the draA repon entitled. Facilities Location: Agencies Should Pay 
More Attention to Costs and Rural Development Act (GAO-01-805). In general, we agree 
with the findings; and agree in pan with the Maaers For Congressional Consideration and 
Recommendations for Executive Action. Our comments on the Matters For Congressional 
Consideration and Recommendations For Executive Action are provided below for your 
consideration. 

Matters For Coneressional Consideration 

GAO suggests that Congress consider (I ) enacting legislation to require agencies to consider. 
along wirh /heir missions and program requirenretrls, real estate, labor, und orher 
operarionnl cosfs. ctnd applicable local inccnrives when deciding whether to locate a site in a 
rural area or urban area. and (2) amending RDA to clarify the definition of "ruml area" for 
facility siting purposes to facilitate its implenxmtalion. 

Agencies have diffewnt considerations when expanding operations at on existing 
location as compared to establishing a new office; e.g., relocalion costs. We 
recommend that the listed selection criteria be limited to establishment of new 
ofices. 

Recommendations For Executive Action 

GAO recommends that the Administrator of the General Services Administration (GSA) 
revise GSA's guidance on federal facility siting to . . . require thar each federulagmc~, 
suhject to GSA 's authority provide a written slarenrenl to GSA denzonslraring /ha/, in 
selecring a new facilirv location. the ugency, as required by RDA, had glvenjirst prioriw to 
locating in a rural area, and i / a  rural area was nor selecred, the agency's jlcstificu/ion for 
the decision. 
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We suggest that the requirement to demonstrate consideration of a rural sitc apply 
only when a rural site is not selected. lfun agency selects a rum1 site. then a 
written statement would not he necessary. 

We further suggest that a minimum dollar threshold be established to exempt 
locations from this documentation requirement; e.g., annual cost less than $2 
million. 

When the new space to be acquired is for the purpose of expanding existing 
operations of an organization in the same local area. we suggest it be exempted 
from this requirement. 

We appreciate the interest in this area and the opportunity to comment. If you or your staff 
have questions or wish to discuss our comments. pleasc contact Debra E. Sondeman, 
Director. Office o l  Acquisition and Property Management, on (202) 208-6352. 

Sincerely, 

Acting ~ssistant Sccrctary 
Policy, Management and Budget 
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Comments From the US.  Customs Service 

US. Customs Servlce 
DATE: July 3,2001 

Memorandum 
FILE: AUD-1-OP SMT 

MEMORANDUM FOR BERNARD L. UNGAR 
DIRECTOR. PHYSICAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE ISSUES 

FROM: Director, Office of Planning 

SUBJECT: General Accounting Office Draft Report Entitled 
"Facilities Location: Agencies Should Pay More 
Attention to Costs and Rural Development Act" 

Thank you for providing us with a copy of your draft report of federal 
facilrty sites and the opportunity to comment on the issues in this report. 
We have reviewed the draft and would like to have the following 
comments incorporated into the report. 

The majority of Customs occupied facilities are owned by, or leased 
through, the General Services Administration (GSA). The process 
described in the Background, on page 9 of the draft report, adequately 
summarizes our facility acquisition process for GSA and Customs 
obtained space. 

When acquiring property under existing statutory authority. Customs 
documents its requirements utilizing the same process as GSA, including 
the preparation and certification of a "Determination of Location" to define 
and justify the delineated area of the facility location. 

These justifications consider application of the Rural Development Act of 
1972 (RDA), Executive Order (EO) 12072, EO 13006, and the 
Competition in Contracting Act of 1984 (CICA). Although not mentioned 
in the draft, Customs applies GSA's basic policy to house agencies in 
existing federally owned and leased space before acquiring additional 
space. 

Many of the Customs occupied facilities are unique because the 
operation requires proximrty to the border, to an airport, or to a seaport 
Difficulties sometimes arise in complying with RDA, EO 12072, or EO 
13066 because many of these land border crossings, airports and 
seaports are not located in either a rural area or in an urban central 
business area. 
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Appendix IX 
Comments From the U.S. Customs Service 

The information included in the draft report on pages 16 and 17 
concerning the factors used by Customs to select the delineated areas for 
the Mail Facility in Carson. California, and the Customs CyberSmuggling 
Center in Fairfax, Virginia, is correct. 

We concur with the recommendation on page 8 of the draft report which 
recommends GSA revise its guidance on federal facilities sitina when " - 
determining site locations In rural versus urban areas, and in defining the 
term "rural area" for these purposes. 

We do not believe that this information, or any other information in the 
draft warrants protection under the Freedom of Information Act. 

Thank you once again for the opportunity to comment on the draft report. 
If you have any questions regarding these comments please have a 
member of your staff contact Ms. Sandy Manuel at (202) 927-2096. 
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